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Portland Music Co.
12 Months

Home for Martin Guitars

0%

Financing on Select Martin Guitars

happy hour 3-6pm

830 E BURNSIDE / 503.231.WOOD

www.dougfirlounge.com

For a limited time Till Dec 31st

NOVEMBER

(For qualified applicants)

15 GRUFF RHYS

WILLIS EARL BEAL

16 GENERATIONALS

SPRINGTIME CARNIVORE

DECEMBER
1
2

TWO SHOWS!
All ages at 5pm / 21+ at 9pm

17 BOB SCHNEIDER

THE WIND + THE WAVE

18 SOHN
WET

WWW.PORTLANDMUSICCOMPANY.COM

19 JAY NASH W/
JOSH DAY

Largest Martin Guitars
Showcase In Portland

Four Locations In Town
BROADWAY STORE

BEAVERTON

10075 SW Hwy 10
2502 NE Broadway
Beaverton, OR 97005
Portland, OR 97232
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2
503-641-5505
503-228-8437

daily

EASTSIDE

12334 SE Division
Portland OR 97233
(503)760-6881

MLK STORE

531 SE Martin Luther King Blvd.
Portland, OR 97214
503-226-3719

JAVIER DUNN

20 DEERHOOF
BUSDRIVER
GO DARK

21 BLACK PRAIRIE
SWANSEA

22 AVI BUFFALO

LOS ANGELES POLICE
DEPARTMENT

23 COLD SPECKS
THE DOMESTICS

24 RICH AUCOIN
WITH GUESTS

26 JAMESTOWN
REVIVAL
NIKKI LANE
PETE MOLINARI

29 SHY GIRLS

MASSACOORAMAAN

JANUARY

ALVVAYS

2

ABSOLUTELY FREE

FERNANDO

THEE OH SEES

JACK NAME

3

TWO SHOWS!
All ages at 5pm / 21+ at 9pm

3
4
5

JERRY JOSEPH AND THE
JACKMORMONS
JERRY JOSEPH AND THE
JACKMORMONS

MEXICAN GUNFIGHT

WHITE LUNG

9

MORMON CROSSES

DEAD WINTER CARPENTERS

WITH GUESTS

GOAPELE
22 MATES OF STATE
MY BRIGHTEST DIAMOND 23 LA LUZ
RABBIT RABBIT

6

CASS MCCOMBS &
MEAT PUPPETS
7 THE BARR BROTHERS
9 ROADKILL GHOST CHOIR
10 COLLEGE
11 BLUETECH
MANATEE COMMUNE

12 AUGUSTANA
13 K.M.R.I.A.
15 HAAS KOWERT TICE
WITH GUESTS

16 JESSICA HERNANDEZ
& THE DELTAS

RIO GRANDS • THE FUR COATS

18 THE MUFFS

SUMMER CANNIBALS
THE SUICIDE NOTES

20 WORTHY

ASTRONOMAR • LASSI
GANG$IGN$ • ASW
TOURMALINE B2B VALEN

28 REIGNWOLF
WITH GUESTS

WITH GUESTS

24 BROOKE FRASER
25 THE VASELINES
31 BOWIEVISION

(DAVID BOWIE TRIBUTE)

THIS IS NOT MY
BEAUTIFUL BAND

(TALKING HEADS TRIBUTE)

MORE 2015 SHOWS!
2/11 DENGUE FEVER
2/13 MILO GREENE
3/13 THE DODOS

with SPRINGTIME CARNIVORE

4/25 TWIN SHADOW
4/30 THE HANDSOME FAMILY
with WILDEWOOD

Advance tickets at ticketfly.com

All shows 8pm doors/9pm show • 21+ unless noted
Box office open ½ hour before doors
Serving Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Late Night
Covered Smoking Patio, Fireplace Room, Free WIFI
Twitter@dougfirlounge
Instagram@dougfirlounge

Download our
FREE iPhone App!
vrtxmag.com
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SOUNDCHECK

PHOTO BY AUTUMN ANDEL

A week before making her
network television debut on
the Late Show with David Letterman, Erika M. Anderson
(EMA) brought her rebellious
brand of noisy pop rock (and
some eye-catching bling) to
Tom McCall Waterfront Park
in front of a hometown crowd
on the second day of MusicfestNW 2014. See two days’ worth
of photos from MFNW at
VRTXMAG.COM/MEDIA/PHOTO
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SOUNDCHECK

PHOTO BY jason quigley

In the middle of their season,
SUMMER CANNIBALS hunkered
down with Larry Crane at Jackpot!
Recording Studio to record and
mix—all analog, of course—their
second full-length LP. Featuring
the efforts of Marc Swart, Valerie
Brogden, Lynnae Gryffin and Jessica Boudreaux (from left to right),
Show Us Your Mind will be released
in spring 2015. Although drummer
Brogden and bassist Gryffin have
since amicably departed the band,
you can catch new members Jenny
Logan and Devon Shirley when the
band opens for The War On Drugs at
the Crystal Ballroom in December.
6
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SOUNDCHECK

PHOTO BY anthony pidgeon

One month before the official
October street date of Le Bonheur—French for the happiness—STORM LARGE treated
a sold-out, hometown crowd at
the Alberta Rose Theatre to a
taste of her jazzy, Euro-inspired,
loungey, ballad-filled, rockin’
new record. After an always-epic
performance, all in attendance
on Sept. 8 walked away with
a copy of the tongue-in-cheek
titled CD. See the entire gallery at
VRTXMAG.COM/MEDIA/PHOTO
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Cover photo by Anthony Pidgeon

describing the indescribable with lost lander
making a medallion, lost lander moves from the physical world to the spiritual
one and emerges with their second record—equally collaged as the ﬁrst but
with more musical minds continuing the exploration by picking at the surface
to see what’s underneath BY chris young
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YOU HOLD THE THIRD ISSUE OF VORTEX MUSIC MAGAZINE IN YOUR HANDS.
This is our baby and we couldn’t be more proud. It represents lessons
learned and the direction we will continue to develop in the future as
we strive to produce an adroitly curated publication for Portland’s vibrant music community—and beyond.
There comes a time in every issue’s life where the countless Google
Docs, InDesign files and shared Dropbox folders must be made presentable and pushed out into the world. And as we gently let our baby
make its way into your life, it’s most important to us that it finds a
good, caring home—the kind which we know abounds in our audiophilic city.
As we look forward to 2015 and our second year, we want to raise this
magazine into a wobbly toddler—curious and engaging, relentlessly
getting into everything and exploring the nooks and crannies of Portland’s music scene. We also want to raise this magazine amongst others
who’d like to see it grow into an active and inspiring adolescent.
For now, it’s still young. But we want to see our baby take steps forward
and make its way toward those who want to look after it.
Reality has taught us a few parenting lessons. We’ve realized how to not
raise our baby, and neglectfully plopping it in dim bar corners so battered copies can become someone’s coaster is exactly what we’d like to
avoid. Instead, we’d like to see our little one surrounded by healthy environs—record stores, instrument retailers, venues, music schools—
that’ll nurture it.
WE’VE LEARNED THAT WE NEED TO BUILD A BETTER SYSTEM THAT DIRECTLY
DELIVERS VORTEX MUSIC MAGAZINE TO THOSE THAT SEEK TO RAISE IT ALONGSIDE US—OR JUST SIMPLY READ IT.

In an attempt to avoid too much information, we’ll just say that we spent
a lot of time conceiving this magazine so we’d like to see others spend
time enjoying it as we grow. And while a vast army of eyes pouring over
these pages sounds mighty fine, that’s not the entirety of our mission.
OUR GOAL IS TO BUILD A BETTER COMMUNITY.
As the tide rises, we’d like to ensure that we all rise together. That’s
why, utilizing the Portland-made pay-what-you-want platform Generous (learn more on page 46), a percentage of our proceeds from subscriptions will go toward supporting local music nonprofits.
You can choose free digital or physical delivery, or you can chip in a
few bucks to pay for your postage or more for a yearly subscription. Pay
as much or as little as you want. What matters to us is that you’re able
to participate in Portland’s music community.
to sign up for your subscription, visit vrtxmag.com/subscribe
Five percent of your pay-what-you-want subscription will go to support My Voice Music’s education efforts and your local music community. (Find out more about MVM on page 46.)
IN THE END, WE’RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER.

Chris Young, Editor-In-Chief

vrtxmag.com
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playlist

T H E TOP 25

OVERLOOKED
SONGS OF 2014

although 2014 is about to expire, it’s not too late to turn up the volume on these pdx-produced tracks that you may have missed.
from grace mitchell to vinnie dewayne, visit vrtxmag.com/overlooked to listen to these songs...

just lions
“great. okay.”

thanks
“terrible two”

pigwar
“give it up”

mackintosh braun
“never give in”

grace mitchell
“runaway”

coco colombia ft. fabian rush

vinnie dewayne ft. myke bogan

“easy”

hosannas
“good medicine”

the quick & easy boys
“black eyes”

dogheart
“dead love”

autonomics
“babe’s on the guest list”

fringe class
“stay touch”

sean flinn & the royal we
“the lost weekend”

sapient
“gone defcon”

morning ritual
“so cold”

oh darling
“runaway”

big haunt
“bitter water”

bearcubbin’!
“master cylinder”

hook & anchor
“concerning spectral pinching”

witch mountain
“psycho animundi”

BO

NU

S!

gold casio
“colors on the wall”

BONUS: WE COULDN’T OMIT OUR

ELECTRONIC

WEB GURU AND RICKENBACKER

ROCK

GIGANTIC!

otis heat
“ing”

tre redeau
“rounds”

sioux
“ad astra”

love gigantic
“wild hearts”

genre key

OWN ARTHUR PARKER—VORTEX’S
BASS EXTRAORDINAIRE IN LOVE

txe ft. vursatyl
“this town”

“can’t always be”

POP
R&B

PICKS COMPILED (FROM OH SO

BLUEGRASSY

MANY GOOD CHOICES)

SOULFUL ROCK

BY CHRIS YOUNG

HIP-HOP

AND ERIC SKELTON

METAL

BUSINESS NEWS

EMPIRE EXPANSION: TENDER LOVING EMPIRE OPENS DOORS IN SE PORTLAND
The much-loved record label, screen
printing studio and retail boutique has
had the tender loving part down since
day one. But now founders Jared and
Brianne Mees are finally making good
on the empire portion of their vision.
Born of a desire to do what they love,
TLE has organically grown as the couple has followed their passions, but for
the last several years, Jared Mees says
they’ve “been tightening the screws on
the business side of TLE” in an effort to
realize new growth.
This started with moving their
cramped upstairs office to a dedicated space in NW Portland, which
allowed them to focus on future projects, like a fresh logo and a new line
of signature items spearheaded by

14
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Brianne and designed by creative director Andrew Sloan—including kids
shirts and baby onesies, greeting and
postcards, and a line of prints featuring “some of our favorite lyrics from
the 50-plus releases we’ve put out
over the years,” whether inspiring,
humorous or poignant, Mees says.
It’ll all culminate with the opening
of a second retail location. Mees’ “epic”
idea for the Hawthorne digs hinges
on creating interactivity—from an automaton-style sculpture on the ceiling
to a stage area where TLE will host
stripped-down acoustic shows and
which also doubles as lounge with digital and vinyl listening stations offering
samples of the entire TLE catalogue. At
1,200 square feet (almost double the

size of the downtown store), there’s
room enough for “structures inside the
structure,” Mees explains, and potential for art and trunk shows.
As for the TLE experience online,
Mees says a new website featuring
a pay-what-you-want platform that
encourages charitable giving (called
Generous—learn more on page 46)
is imminent, with 5 percent of future
proceeds going to nonprofit organizations. Expecting to open the doors
by Black Friday, an official party is
planned for early December. As always, the goal is to “keep doing jobs
that we love and give support to artists
that we love,” Mees says. “It’s as much
about them as it is about us.” 3541 SE
Hawthorne Blvd., Portland, OR 97214
vrtxmag.com
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visual art

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS

LAURA GIBSON

MYKE BOGAN

WHERE’S
HOME?

“Home is Portland. My
whole family is in
Portland.”

“Portland is my current hometown but L.A. is where I was
born and raised and also where
I will be for the holidays.”

“Portland, Oregon—born and
raised. Still trying to find a place
that’s not so gray in the winter.”

FAVORITE
HOLIDAY
SONG?

“I’ll Be Home for Christmas”: “It’s lovely and
heartbreaking. It was written
to honor soldiers overseas
during World War II.”

“The entire
Mariah Carey
Christmas
album is pretty
amazing.”

“Zoomah, The Santa Claus
From Mars”: “A hilarious novelty song” recorded in 1956 by
child star Barry Gordon with the
Art Mooney Orchestra.

SINGER-SONGWRITER

“Pie. All the pies.”
BEST
HOLIDAY
FOOD?

BEST
PLACE TO
CELEBRATE
NYE?

GOING
HOME FOR
THE
HOLIDAYS:

GOOD
OR
BAD?

WORST
CHRISTMAS
PRESENT?

RAPPER

VALERIE DAY

VOCALS IN NU SHOOZ

“Mom’s mac and cheese:
I feel bad for those
that won’t ever
get to experience
the little bit of
heaven in that dish!”

“Dark
chocolate.
In any
form.”

“I generally like to
end the year cozy
and quiet. Though
if I were itching to
go out, I would go
to the Weinland
Supergroup show.”

“Anywhere with an
abundance of Pabst
Blue Ribbon, preferably tall cans and
chilled to perfection.”

“In bed under the covers
with my husband. We used to
play every New Year’s with our
band. Now we just make music
with the two of us.”

“Good. I’m usually pretty excited to hang with my family.
My family is easy. I imagine
even in more difficult families, there’s something to
learn and appreciate within
the discomfort—clarity in observing the system at work.”

“Around the holidays, no matter
how stressed people get, everyone starts to realize it’s all about
family at the end of the day. But,
if you have that drunk uncle
who keeps making sexual innuendos at your girlfriend or
something then I guess things
could go south pretty fast.”

“I better say that I love being
home for the holidays! Actually, we have much mellower
Christmases since my family
stopped the whole gift-giving madness. Less stuff, more
time together, fewer post-holiday
bills (and blues!).”

“I can’t think of any
particularly bad
presents. Maybe I
blocked them out.”

THE PORTLAND PLAYLIST

FARNELL NEWTON
Musical Genre: Soul, jazz,
funk, Latin and more
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in the spirit of the holidays, we asked four of our favorite portland music makers
a few questions about their holiday traditions.

“Michael
Jordan
cologne”

“My husband
gave me
tires—to
show he
cared!”

COLE BROWNING
BASS IN WAMPIRE

“Portland,
Oregon!”

“Danny Says” by
The Ramones:
“It ain’t Christmas
if there ain’t no
snow!”
“Thanksgiving, duh! Wampire
used to throw Danksgiving
parties with bands and potluck food that usually ended
with a living room karaoke
session.”
“The apartment complex
hot tub that we all break into
around 4am after partying to
just ride out the rest of the
night drinking and soaking
and hoping the cops don’t get
called.”
“Good! ‘Cause
there’s always
food involved
and we all
love food
food.
Seriously.”

THE POP ART POSTER MAKER
C

hris bigalke is a man with his hands in many pies.
known to promote, manage and tour with bands—
speciﬁcally us lights at present—he’s most
recognized as a concert booker and poster designer.
under the moniker showdeer, bigalke has developed
a distinctive style that layers vintage imagery to
create texture and depth in scenes that cast a pale
glow due to his habitual use of a faded color palette.
Frequently featuring illustrated animals and
antique personages, oceanic or forested environs, and it wouldn’t be rock and roll without
a skeleton every once in a while, Bigalke’s cohesive collages feel earthy but abstract, legible
yet a potpourri of mashed together elements.
Whether designing for the Red Bull Sound Selects series or countless bands and venues near
and far, there’s always an organic flow to his
work born of his background in drawing and
painting with oils and acrylics.
First, he was Borrowdeer when “I used to run
a small MP3 and vinyl record label” of the same
name, Bigalke explains. When he started booking shows at the now-defunct Ella Street Social
Club, the name evolved. Next came the poster
making, which, stylistically, can be loosely defined as “neo-surrealistic pop art.”
Where are you from?
I grew up drawing all my life and as a skate and
surf rat in Southern California.
What’s your experience and education?
I attended Brooks Institute of Photography for

visual journalism in Santa Barbara in the early 2000s and also started booking bands and
painting, and then moved to Portland in 2006.
How do you balance your time between all
the different areas of your life?
Freelance graphic design has taken over my
life and is what I do full-time now. I also find
time to have multiple jobs in town—like most
PDX creative folk—doing stuff we love like
freelance booking, promoting, managing Us
Lights, painting, creating posters. The balancing act can be tough but it feels the most
fulfilling and rewarding to be constantly busy
with creative projects.
How did you start making concert posters
and working with bands and venues?
It all started in 2008 when my friend Richard
Morgan asked me if I wanted to book bands
at his new venue, Ella Street Social Club. I
booked there for the four years we were open.
We didn’t have a budget for poster design and
most bands didn’t make their own so I just
started making show posters for fun.
I made about 200 of them and got
good enough that other bands asked
me to make them for other venues
they were playing at. From there it
grew and I met other venue owners and promoters all over town.
Where do you create your work?
I work from home and I love it.

What artistic techniques do you use?
My background in art comes from drawing and
painting with oils and acrylics, and I feel that
free and creative style translates to the poster
designs, which are 75 percent of the time entirely created in Photoshop and Illustrator. I
do some drawing that ends up in the designs,
but a lot of the imagery is from old illustration books or royalty-free images off the net.
Where do you draw inspiration from?
I just try to trust my imagination the most.
There are certain painters I like, but music is
what really inspires me—the bands I’m creating
posters for and lots of ambient or noise stuff.
How do you spread the word about your work?
By making as much art as I can. I feel each piece
acts as its own business card so each one has to
be good. It works surprisingly well like that.
How do you avoid creative ruts?
Walk away from what you’re working on. Go get
beer with friends.
What’s your favorite part of your day?
The golden hour.
Name five things you love, need
and can’t live without.
Green tea. Music. Friends. Computer.
Nature.
BY chris young
SEE A GALLERY OF SHOWDEER’S POSTERS
AT VRTXMAG.COM/MEDIA/PHOTO

“I’m Jewish so I don’t know
much about Christmas
presents but once my buddy
farted in a jar and gave it
to me. It smelled hot. It was
awful.”

FARNELL NEWTON SHARES THE SONGS THAT INSPIRE HIS MUSIC—PLUS A COUPLE OF TRACKS THAT HE JUST CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT.
LISTEN TO HIS PLAYLIST AND DOWNLOAD A SONG OF HIS FOR YOURSELF AT VRTXMAG.COM/PLAYLIST

street cred:
Currently touring worldwide with the legendary
rhinestone rock star Bootsy
Collins, three-time Grammy winner singer-songwriter and actress Jill Scott,
singer/keyboardist Jarrod
Lawson, Tony Ozier and the
Doo Doo Funk All-Stars,
saxophonist Mike Phillips
and many more

Vortex Music Magazine > I S S U E 3

early musical memory:
Ella Fitzgerald: “How High
The Moon”
“When I was 13 years old, my
aunt in Long Beach dragged
me to a jazz show, which I
kicked and screamed about
how I didn’t want to go. When
I got to the concert, it turned
out to be Ella Fitzgerald at the
Hollywood Bowl and I had the
time of my life.”

recent discovery:
Moonchild: “All The Joy”
can’t live without:
Kendrick Lamar: “Bitch,
Don’t Kill My Vibe”
local loves:
Excellent Gentlemen,
Liv Warfield, Tope and
Caña Son

download
farnell
newton’s “5 of
5” from his 10
minute trumpet
jams project
and add it to
your personal
playlist at
vrtxmag.com/
playlist

vrtxmag.com
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new in #pdxmusic

SOS

FOREVER YOUNG

EATED AT A CREAKY TABLE INSIDE RONTOMS ON EAST BURNSIDE, BRIAN VINCENT AND RANDA LEIGH EXCITEDLY TRAMPLE OVER EACH OTHER’S WORDS.
A MONTH AWAY FROM THE RELEASE OF SOS’ SELF-TITLED ALBUM, LEIGH’S EYES WIDEN AND VINCENT’S VOICE RISES WITH ENTHUSIASM AS THEY
EXPLAIN THE CREATIVE PROCESS BEHIND THEIR AMBITIOUS PROJECT.

Following a brief pause to consider the alt-R&B duo’s long-term
goals, Vincent sets his glass of whiskey on the table and looks me
directly in the eyes.
“We want to be fuckin’ huge,” he says.
The words are backed by a contagious sense of youthful enthusiasm that transforms an otherwise brash statement into something
much more endearing—and revealing. Vincent’s comment hints at
the unfiltered honesty and willingness to color outside the lines of
convention that lie at the core of the duo’s wildly inventive style.
SOS aren’t the falsely modest by-the-book pop artists we’re used
18

BY ERIC SKELTON
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to and their background goes a long way to explain that. Both Vincent and Leigh have Oregon roots and home addresses in Portland,
but it might be more appropriate to think of their location another
way: They’re from the internet. Coming of age as musicians in an
era shaped by social media, blogs and Pro Tools, they found their
influences and creative platforms on a computer screen—not in
their neighborhood. This inspired a DIY mentality and willingness
to stray from long-standing norms, producing a distinctive sound
that couldn’t have existed pre-internet.
It’s difficult to imagine their throbbing basslines, trap-inspired
percussion and woozy, atmospheric synths existing in an accessible, harmonious R&B package even a few years ago. Understand-

PHOTO BY MO DAOUD

S

ing the unique time they live in as musicians, SOS doesn’t shy away
from taking advantage of the endless innovative resources available
to a musician in 2014, relentlessly experimenting with electronic
tools to conceive new sounds.

“We want to make music that people can secretly relate to,” Leigh
notes, “even if they’re too scared to admit it.”
In the same way that SOS are a reflection of their generation’s internet-tinted perspective, their music serves as a fitting soundtrack for
countless 20-somethings struggling to adapt to a culture constructed by their parents under an increasingly outdated set of rules.

“We actually do use guitars and live drums on the album, but we
try to use it more as if it were a sample,” Vincent explains. “I think
about it like this: In their heyday, The Beatles were doing all sorts
of crazy things like having people build them synthesizers that “It’s about that time in your life when you’re fresh out of college
other people didn’t have so they could do things first. Would they and really excited to be out on your own. And then everyone starts
have been purists in this generation? Hell no. They
asking you, ‘So, what’s the next step? What are you
would have been doing the craziest shit they could
doing? How much money are you going to make?’
“WE WANT TO MAKE All of that weighs down on you and sometimes
think of. They were doing everything they could to
sound like what’s next.”
like, ‘I still want to party like I did last year.
MUSIC THAT PEOPLE you’re
I’m better off drunk or high than this. Fuck it. I
Leigh gives some insight into their creative prostill want to be young. I’m going to let my youth
CAN SECRETLY
cess, adding, “We’ve made crazy sounds out of the
fade away instead of just instantly becoming an
weirdest shit you could think of. Just things we find
adult,’” says Vincent as he explains the meaning
RELATE TO, EVEN IF
around the room. I mean, I’ve seen Brian make mubehind the duo’s lead single “Youth In Decline.”
sic out of crinkling paper in front of the microphone.”
THEY’RE TOO SCARED
As they navigate toward adulthood themselves,
TO ADMIT IT.”
The duo’s use of technology doesn’t stop at gear. AfVincent and Leigh have their eyes set on music as
ter the digital release of a free LP in 2012 under the
a long-term career and have approached the businame Shadows On Stars, they took advantage of Tumblr to create a ness side of things the same way they’ve looked at everything else—
mood board for a follow-up project and used Google Docs to sketch through an independent, tech-heavy lens. Taking advantage of digiout a concept map. Realizing that they had tried to combine all of tal distribution, blog exposure and social media, they’ve enjoyed the
their many influences into a dense punk rock, R&B, pop, hip-hop benefits of directly interacting with a fan base and maintained the
and soul album with that first effort, they charted out a simplified artistic freedom to do what they know will resonate with their peers.
sonic direction that allowed their songs more space to breathe. Discovering that less is more in a crowded information age, they took With the goal of connecting with a multimedia-obsessed generaminimalism to heart, even truncating their name.
tion, the self-titled album’s narrative is held together by a collection
of popular television and movie sound bites (including clips from
“As we were making this record, we realized it doesn’t really sound recent hits Blue Valentine, Mad Men and Get Him To The Greek) as
like Shadows On Stars as much anywell as nods to hip-hop heavyweights
more. But that’s where we came from, so
Kanye West and Rick Ross. Over the
we don’t want to completely abandon it.
course of 42 minutes, they impressiveSince we’re narrowing the sound of the
ly manage to boil down a cross section
music in on one thing, we thought we’d
of youth culture into a neat package
just narrow the name down too,” Vinthat feels relevant to a specific point in
cent reveals. “Narrowing to SOS helped
time without coming across as a desus reel in all of our influences. Even
perate attempt at appearing trendy.
though we like all these things, this
is what SOS is and we’ll go with that.”
Their efforts seem to be resonating
outside of computer screens as well.
Without being heavy-handed about it,
Midway through an album release show
they’ve managed to capture the slippery
at Mississippi Studios in August, Vinspirit of a generation raised by the intercent took a moment to acknowledge
net. Their straightforward, vulnerable
two young lip-locked fans in the sectake on relationship-driven songwriting
ond row who seemed to be taking the
has little in common with the clichéd
band’s sexually charged lyrics to heart,
love songs of decades past. Don’t expect
laughing, “Shout out to these people
to hear an SOS song on the soundtrack
right here making babies and shit.”
of the next cheesy romantic comedy
you see. It’s much easier to imagine this
Unconcerned with the crowd’s judgestuff playing through a 24 year old’s
ment, the couple didn’t skip a beat and
headphones as he taps out a deeply percontinued their unapologetic display
sonal message about an ex-girlfriend
of public affection. For a band lookto every person he’s ever met via social
ing to capture and connect with pasmedia. Like their peers, Vincent and
sionate, carefree, youthful spirits, it’s
Leigh aren’t content keeping their pertough to think of a better sign of sucsonal thoughts locked in private jourcess than that.
nals. They’d rather open up and expose
themselves to anyone who will listen.
PHOTO BY IVAN MCCLELLAN

BRIAN VINCENT
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side projects

P

ORTLAND IS TEEMING WITH MUSICAL SUCCESS STORIES. MUSICIANS WHO BEGAN
PRETTY MUCH LIKE ALL ARTISTS DO—PERFORMING FOR A DOZEN PEOPLE AT A HOUSE
SHOW, FLYERING TELEPHONE POLES FOR BAR
GIGS, OR CATCHING BREAKS OPENING FOR TOURING BANDS AT ONE OF THE MORE VENERABLE LOCAL VENUES—HAVE UTILIZED THE CITY FOR MORE
THAN JUST A HOME BASE, TURNING IT INTO THEIR
OWN PERSONAL LAUNCHING PAD. QUICK-GLIMPSE
EXAMPLES COULD BE BANDS LIKE MENOMENA,
NORFOLK & WESTERN OR LOCH LOMOND. THE
COMMON THREAD WITH EACH OF THOSE SEEMINGLY DISPARATE BANDS, COINCIDENTALLY AND
OUTSIDE OF REGIONAL PROXIMITY, IS ONE MUSICIAN-ABOUT-TOWN: DAVE DEPPER.

portland’s
indespensable
sideman dave
depper
BY RYAN J. PRADO

For the past decade, Depper has relatively quietly assumed the role of go-to collaborator,
sideman, studio musician and touring partner
for an increasingly impressive litany of artists—both Portland-based and beyond. Having
amassed a reputation as a deft multi-instrumentalist, as well as an easygoing, funny and
charismatic presence in the local music community, Depper’s collaborative reach has culminated in national tours with the likes
of Jolie Holland, Mirah and Ray
Lamontagne—the latter of
which provided
Depper

the grateful opportunity of
performing on the Late Show
with David Letterman this past summer.

PHOTO BY BRIAN STOWELL

As with lots of under-the-radar tales, Depper’s
opening chapter into the big novel of his musical life came pretty much out of nowhere.
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Depper moved to Portland from Bend following his graduation from the University of Oregon. Ditching a music major after two years—
citing the fact that, for him, “academia and
art didn’t mix”—Depper changed his focus to
computer and information science, resigning
himself to the life of a software engineer. After
eight months in Portland, though, a random
Craigslist encounter altered the course of his
post-grad routine.
“By chance, I bought a Farfisa organ off of Craigslist, and the person selling it happened to be
Chad Crouch, founder of Hush Records,” Depper
explains. “He asked if I wanted to play bass for his
band Blanket Music. I didn’t play bass, nor did I
own one, but for some reason I said yes.”

Not long after, Depper and Crouch were recording an album together at Type Foundry Recording Studio, where Depper then
met engineer and author Adam Selzer and
ex-Decemberists drummer Rachel Blumberg,
the primary songwriters for Norfolk & Western.
“They asked if I wanted to play bass for them,”
Depper continues. “I said yes and they took me
on my first tours. From there, I met basically

Currently, the chameleonic Depper is on and
off the road while also working on what will be
his first solo album of original material. While
still very much in the works, the script is flipped
a bit on Depper, with his musical vision laboring through the doubts and ebbs and flows he’s
so often viewed from the outside looking in.
“I go through waves of thinking my record is
the greatest thing ever or being totally embar-

“he asked if i wanted to play bass for
his band. i didn’t play bass, nor did i own
one, but for some reason i said yes.”
everybody I know now. It was an incredible
learning experience.”
Depper’s talents yielded further requests from
Selzer for studio assistance as a musician on several projects. Before long, Depper was asked to
be a touring member of Jolie Holland’s band.
“Things just kind of exploded after that,”
Depper recounts.
Logging time on
major
national
tours and sitting
in for studio
sessions have fueled the majority
of Depper’s working
scope since 2003. His creative
bents, however, haven’t been relegated solely
to playing second fiddle. His work composing
soundtrack pieces for licensing purposes has
emerged as a lucrative tributary to Depper’s
parasol of pop talents. That said, a majority of
Depper’s licensing work is for agencies who
cull material from small pools of composers,
meaning lots of his efforts don’t ever see the
light of day. Outside of a few smaller spots,
Depper’s most visible and heard licensing work
emerged in 2014 with a song he penned for the
Cover Oregon campaign, the health insurance
marketplace for Oregon under the Affordable
Care Act, which was accompanied by a 30-second commercial that even featured an illustrated, flying version of Depper himself.
In 2010, Depper also took on a personal project: The complete rerecording of Paul McCartney’s seminal post-Beatles LP Ram. The
home-recorded project took Depper—along
with vocalist Joan Hiller playing the Linda McCartney role—just one month, with Depper
spending eight to 12 hours a day on the project.
The album was ultimately released nationally
by Portland’s Jackpot Records.

rassed by it and wanting to scrap the whole
thing,” Depper admits. “But at the end of the
day, I’m really excited about it.”
Once again, Depper has recorded the entire
album by himself at his home studio, playing
all of the instruments and performing all of the
vocals, save for a duet that he invited Portland
folk singer Laura Gibson to sing with him.
“It’s a very synthy, very poppy record,” Depper says. “Think Hall & Oates meets Air while
slightly stoned in a very modern, stylish apartment with an unmade bed.”
That dichotomy of the sideman stepping into
his own spotlight is not lost on Depper. A careful collaborator—in whatever capacity that’s
asked of him—Depper has soaked up strategies
and philosophies regarding the level of partnership he assumes prior to his gigs with fellow
musicians, either in-studio or on the road.
“Something that I am always, always, always
trying to keep in mind as a sideman is to remember to play without ego,” Depper says.
“The show is not about me. It is about the person I am backing. While it’s nice to get the spotlight for a guitar solo, or a shoutout from the
front person, those are bonuses and they aren’t
to be expected. My job is to make the show as
good as it can be. My job is not self-promotion.”
Depper is also aware that, not unlike myriad creative vocations that seem too good to
be true, working as a side musician, or studio
player, is hard work. He follows a slew of basic
tenets to remind himself of how to perpetuate
his good fortune.
“No matter how good you are at whatever it is
you do, there’s always going to be someone better,” Depper explains. “Want to get the gig? Be
somebody that people want to hang out with.
Don’t be the person about whom people say:
‘Well, he’s an awesome player, but...’”
vrtxmag.com
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EX-PDX

STARFUCKER
F R O M

D O U G

F I R S

TO

STRFKR ON FLAMING LIPS-ESQUE

LIVE EXTRAVAGANZA
if you’ve seen the band live in the last few
years, you’ve likely noticed an evolution:
graduating from dressing like ladies,
you can now witness crowd-surﬁng sumos, a pyramid ﬂag-bearing astronaut
braving class v crowd rapids in an inﬂatable raft, and aliens, easter bunnies,
panda bears or luchadores right before a
nude blow-up doll slaps you in the face.

D E S E R T

“WE JUST WANTED TO TRY
AND HELP CULTIVATE THE
WEIRDO, DO-WHATEVER-YOUWANT VIBE WITH ALL OF THE
ANTICS AND COSTUMES. I’M
NOT SURE HOW MUCH WE’VE
SPENT ON ALL THAT SHIT. IT’S
ALL PRETTY CHEAP WHEN YOU
BUY IN BULK, PLUS OUR DOLLS
AREN’T EXACTLY TOP
OF THE LINE.”

BY CHRIS YOUNG
PHOTO BY benjamin wu

“M

OSTLY, IT’S JUST BEING HERE THAT’S INSPIRING TO ME,” JOSH HODGES SAYS ON
THE PHONE FROM JOSHUA TREE, SOCAL’S
SEUSSIFIED DESERT NATIONAL PARK FILLED WITH THE
NAMESAKE SPIKY TREES, IMAGINATIVE ROCK FORMATIONS AND SKIES OF BRILLIANT AZURE ABOVE.

Both practice space and peaceful retreat, the
band rent their own house because “it’s cheaper
to rent a whole house out in Joshua Tree than
to get a practice space in L.A. And it doubles as
a nice place to just be,” Hodges laughs. “There’s
no distractions and all of our equipment’s out
here—it’s conducive to getting work done.”

“I’ve met with different songwriters to see if
any of us mesh really well together,” Hodges
explains. And while “nothing’s really come of
most of it,” the experience nonetheless has been
energizing—simply being surrounded by “motivated, creative people” who are “trying hard
to do their thing.”

Over the course of the last year or so, the founding member of Starfucker eventually followed
the “slow trickle” as bandmates Keil Corcoran
and Shawn Glassford made their way south to
the City of Angels.

At least, that was the plan for this year. “This
was supposed to be an off year to write and record and not tour at all,” Hodges says.

Hodges encountered a similar situation immediately following high school when he moved
to New York instead of going to college. “I
just wanted to go be broke and have my little
bohemian daydream living” in the big city, he
explains. And although he was trained to hate
L.A.—by New Yorkers and Portlanders alike—
Hodges frequently spent time in the city during
the incessant touring of the past five or six
years. “I thought, ‘Actually, there seems like a
pretty high quality of life here.’ It’s close enough
that I can visit Portland easy. It’s a real city with
different cultures that I wouldn’t be exposed to
in Portland.”

When it comes to calling Portland home,
Hodges has “deep roots” (his entire family—
parents, aunts, uncles, cousins) and plenty of
friends, but in reality, he was physically homeless. “We were touring so much for a while
that I just stopped having a place to live. I gave
up my room in the house I was living in, and
when were weren’t on tour, I’d just stay with
friends,” he explains.
Stealing away from his new home in Northeast
Los Angeles, Hodges headed out to Joshua Tree
before the other guys, hanging out “for a few
days by myself writing, just trying to get some
stuff done before we go on tour,” he says.
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But really, how could they not tour? You don’t
turn down invites to play back-to-back weekends at Coachella; or head out on the road with
Portugal. The Man and Grouplove, especially
when the tour includes a stop at the legendary Red Rocks; and you definitely don’t deny
the opportunity that they’re currently prepping
for—the Mad Decent Block Party alongside the
likes of Diplo and Fatboy Slim.
So the year didn’t go as planned and the band
didn’t find much time to collectively capitalize
on the inspiration Hodges feels. Yet, outside of
touring, they’ve all been active. Glassford’s been
gigging with The Rentals playing bass, Corcoran’s been learning engineering by interning at
a studio, and Hodges is continuously writing.

But for as much as he adores Portland, Hodges
acknowledges that it can be an insular, complacency-inducing environment where even passionate, enterprising people can be lulled into
passivity. The big cities, with their magnified
costs of living, make people hungrier, more de-

termined to eke out a living or make a career
of their creative pursuits. Tangible success is required to survive.
Hodges also recognizes that a metropolis is no
place for the uninitiated or insecure. “If you’re
just starting out, at least in a band, Portland is
the perfect place for it,” he says. “It was cheap
when I lived there. You could get a house with a
basement so you could practice. It’s really hard
to find a practice space in L.A. and New York.
It’s not a place I would move to if I was just trying to start out.”
Celebrating the sixth birthday of the band’s debut in September, they’ve been touring almost
constantly throughout those years. “This year
was just supposed to be an off year so that I
could write another album,” Hodges mentions
again. But it’s not that he hasn’t been writing—
he says he’s been writing all the time.
“I have lots of unfinished songs that I’m not really sure what to do with and I just keep making
more,” he says. The problem is, many of them
don’t seem like they’d work for Starfucker, so
“I might do an album under my own name or
something,” he reveals.

And even though he has plans to spend more
time in the near future writing, he still matter-of-factly admits that he has no idea when
the next Starfucker record is coming.
In the meantime, he surrounds himself with
experiences and inspiration and looks for the
cracks where the band can create together, like
a day off in Kansas City when they took a field
trip to their sound guy’s studio.
“We actually just tracked our whole set live
in-studio and recorded it to tape, which is cool
because we’ve never really done that and I feel
like we actually sound better that way than
when I record everything on my own,” Hodges
laughs. “Maybe we’ll release a live from-thestudio album someday.”
As daytime brings warmth to the dusty, dry
desert while sparkling stars fill crisp nights, “I
wish I could spend more time out here,” Hodges says of Joshua Tree.
The feeling genuinely applies to the whole of his
newly adopted home. Without taking a breath,
Hodges immediately knows his favorite thing
about L.A.: “I love the nature, which is not what

people think of. But I can be completely surrounded by nature and hiking on the mountain
with a 10-minute drive from my house.” It takes
just 40 minutes to drive to the coast while the
Angeles National Forest is even closer. “I just
think that stuff is amazing: You can be in one of
the biggest cities in the country and then completely feel like you’re not anywhere near a city
even though you’re right there.”
But with just as little hesitation, he can tell you
what he hates: “The cops—they’re scary in L.A.
It feels like a police state. Getting pulled over
is scary and I’m a fucking white guy. I’ve had
jaywalking tickets… they’re really intense.”
And while he prefers In-N-Out to Burgerville,
you can feel his ambivalence in the declaration.
But, there’s one critical thing that’ll always be
steadfast: Hodges is still a Trail Blazers fan
through and through.
“I tried to make the Clippers my second team
but I fucking hate them. I just can’t do it.”
But two local basketball teams are a blessing because he has twice the opportunity to see the Blazers
when they come to town. “I’m lucky in that way.”
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a family

affair
with

the fords

“T

HE ROAD, REPUTATION OF ROMANCE. IT’S
DAMN HARD WORK FOR THE CHANCE,” SALLIE FORD SAYS, QUOTING HER OWN SONG AS
WE STAND NEXT TO BESSIE, HER MAROON, 10-SEATER
CHEVY EXPRESS VAN—THE SAME ONE SHE JUST SPENT
MORE THAN FIVE HOURS IN DRIVING BACK FROM SPOKANE ON LITTLE SLEEP, ARRIVING LESS THAN A HALF
HOUR BEFORE HER SISTER WAS SET TO TAKE THE STAGE
AT MISSISSIPPI STUDIOS ON A SUNDAY AFTERNOON.
Friday—two days prior—saw her perform
with her all-female band at The Bing and
Doug Fir lounges—the latter a sold-out affair
to celebrate the release of Slap Back—before
heading north and east for Saturday night,
returning in time to take part in welcoming
her father’s puppet show to Portland. The following Tuesday would be a Music Millennium
appearance in honor of Slap Back’s street date,
her third record, yet the first with a new band
and an altered sound.

BY CHRIS YOUNG
PHOTOS BY BENJAMIN WU

The lyrics of “Lucky To Miss”—a song
about the realities of the music industry
(life on the road is a grind, people don’t
buy records anymore, and “It’s hard to leave
your home behind,” as Ford sings)—might
peg the joy of home to a certain love in her
life (or possibly loves if you include feline
family members Seven Tuna Milford and
Kramer Ocho Milford—who have their own
Instagram account so they’re easier to keep
tabs on while she’s on tour) and how she’s
privileged to have that because “you should

feel lucky that you miss someone” and someone misses you, she explains.
Finding sweetness in the sorrow, Ford may
also miss her former bandmates, the boys of
The Sound Outside—the guys who she cut her
teeth with and who, until last year, she spent
almost the entirety of her time here in Portland with, as well as the last four years on the
road including multiple trips to Europe.
“I went through so much with those guys and
I was proud to share the stage with them all
those years,” Ford recalls, yet she’s more than
eager to fulfill the next stage of her musical
career, especially considering that Ford didn’t
even start writing her own music until she’d
moved to Portland in 2006.
Now performing under her own name—simply Sallie Ford—the dream of assembling a
badass crew of female rockers was realized
and the ladies—Cristina Cano on keys, Amanda Spring on drums and Anita Lee Elliott on
bass—made a divergent record with producer
Chris Funk (The Decemberists)—who dubbed
Ford “a fuzz queen”—which sees the new lineup exploring fresh sounds, from surfy psych to
synthed up jams as Ford sheds preassigned labels and preconceived notions with Slap Back.
And even with all of the uncertainty that
comes with releasing a new record with a
new lineup and unveiling a new sound, Ford
has never been more at home than right now,
especially when sharing the stage with sister

Louisa—the tap-dancing, guitar-strumming
and somewhat-of-a-belter (like her older sis)
leader of the two-piece Orpheum Circus—to
dedicate a Skeeter Davis tune to mom Sue—a
music teacher and marimba master—before
their father, the accoladed puppeteer Hobey
Ford (who’s been handcrafting and performing
puppetry for longer than the girls have been
alive), played to a darkened room of crisscross
applesauce kids and their lounging parents.
In 1978, Hobey says he almost settled in
Portland but flipped a coin and ended up
in Asheville, N.C., instead. But with two
daughters now rooted in Stumptown, the
Ford parents have plenty of reason to make
Portland a second home.
“This is where I love living,” Sallie Ford says.
“It is nice to get to leave and come back to it
and appreciate it.”
Ford may sometimes lament life on the road,
but after quoting the hardships mentioned in
her own song, she practically interrupts herself, the candid thought still hanging in the air
as she blurts out: “I’m lucky to be doing what
I’m doing.” The opening lines of “Lucky To
Miss” may rattle off a few less than enthusiastic notions but, as is Ford’s bubbly demeanor
and outlook on life (one that the entire family obviously shares alongside a creative spirit), she doesn’t dwell on them. Instead, she
takes ahold of the moment, singing: “When
it’s good, it’s damn good. Feels like I’m doing
what I should.”

THE WHOLE FORD FAMILY—SALLIE, SUE, LOUISA AND HOBEY (FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)—HAS
FOUND A LITTLE PIECE OF HOME IN PORTLAND
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BY CHRIS YOUNG
PHOTOS BY ANTHONY PIDGEON
AND KYLE CARNES

“I

KNOW THAT NOT EVERYBODY GETS THIS FEELING BUT,
FROM TIME TO TIME, I PERSONALLY FEEL THAT THERE’S
MORE GOING ON THAN YOU CAN SEE,” MATT SHEEHY

MUSES. “AND SCIENCE IS A REALLY GREAT WAY TO TRY TO
DIG DOWN DEEPER BUT YOU DON’T ALWAYS GET THERE THAT
WAY,” EXPLAINS THE MAN WHO’S A FORESTER FOR NORTHWEST FORESTRY SERVICES AND THE CREATIVE GUIDE USHERING HIS INTRICATE, MODERN-YET-’80S-ESQUE POP BAND LOST
LANDER TOWARD NEW MUSICAL AND PERSONAL EXPLORATION.

PHOTO BY ANTHONY PIDGEON

“Coming through the death process with somebody, you
start to see that maybe there’s more going on there too,”
he says. “In my case, my mother was for sure seeing it more
than anybody I’d ever known.”
Trailing off when pressed for what it is, keyboard player
and vocalist Sarah Fennell jumps in: “It’s spiritual,” she
simply states.

LOST LANDERS: PATRICK HUGHES, SARAH FENNELL, MATT SHEEHY AND BILL MARSH
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HAND LETTERING BY ZACH MINARD

“There’s more than the eye can see,” Sheehy continues.
“When we’re making music and when I’m writing songs, I
try really hard to come up with melodies—combinations
of sounds—and then there’ll be a moment where I start to
get that same feeling—like something’s going on here and
it’s greater than the sum of its parts. It feels cosmic. For
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me, that’s a big indicator that I’m on the right
track: when I start to get the feeling that the
indescribable is starting to be described—a
little bit.”
Lost Lander’s debut record, DRRT, was
grounded by probing the connection between
nature and technology—the process of two
men (Ramona Falls’ Brent Knopf alongside
Sheehy) creating a wholly organic sound
from a completely inorganic approach. While
Medallion adheres to the same collage approach—simply with more musical minds at
work—its examination moves from the physical world to the spiritual one.
And although life comes and goes, traces of
it in various forms are passed down for generations. Since the early days of Lost Lander,
Fennell has worn her grandmother’s glitzy
medallions onstage and today is no exception:
“This locket is my great, great-grandmother’s,”
she reveals.
Its physical presence establishes a continuous through line between the generations of
female figures in her family, aided by the fact
that the women in the Fennell clan are very
close and keep the histories of previous individuals alive, so much so that even Sheehy
recognizes that “the stories get passed down
matriarchally” in her family.
“The imagery, and also some of the stories
of the songs, are playing with this contrast
between the substantial and the ephemeral,” Sheehy explains. “The idea being that the
medallion is like an heirloom that gets passed
down through generations. Each generation
itself is ephemeral, but then there’s this unchanging element. It’s sort of like a life force.”
Sheehy lost his mother in 2011 after the recording but before the release of Lost Lander’s first album and that reality led to “a lot of
thinking about mortality,” he says. The songs
on Medallion “aren’t fixated on death but I
think they are fixated on thinking about the
temporariness of things.”
And memorializing moments.
Encouraging experimentation, Sheehy initially got the ball rolling on the band’s second effort with a very dance-oriented “vision
board.” Using artists like Peter Gabriel, Kate
Bush, George Michael, Phil Collins, Robyn,
Justin Timberlake and Bill Withers as starting points, the album conveys darker themes
brightened by brilliant, modernized ’80s pop.
At times new wavey, yet accented by the disparate notes of contemporary electronics and
the classic sounds of a gospel-infused organ
or violin (provided by Luke Price) or brass
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(thanks to Kelly Pratt), “each song contains its
own little style in it,” describes drummer Patrick Hughes. “Each nods to different genres
and I’ve never felt like there was something
we couldn’t or shouldn’t do.”
More than an inspiration, Sheehy’s mother is
also responsible for the band’s name. As the
burgeoning project was coming together, she
was quite sick but nevertheless really excited to offer input. After failed attempts—like
Sharp Marshmallow or the ultimate ’90s band
name: Flying Sideways—Sheehy’s mom called
him up and said she’d just had a dream about
visiting Lost Land Lake, which she used to go
to as a child, near her hometown of Chicago.
She suggested, “What if you called your band
Lost Lander?”
It was perfect.
Although the physical world can often feel
intangible and hard to comprehend, the su-

“YOU DON’T WANT TO
CONSIDER IS THIS GOOD
OR BAD—YOU JUST
WANT TO THINK: IS
THIS HONEST?”
pernatural is even less known. Coming to a
personal understanding requires analysis and
Lost Lander dug into their roots and relationships, both past and present, for inspiration.
The four-piece—Sheehy, Fennell, Hughes and
bassist Dave Lowensohn—may have lost a member as the making of Medallion came to a close
(Lowensohn left to focus on his career and family)
but picked up another one in the process.
Already employing snippets of the guitar
skills of Bill Marsh (who also plays with the
Shook Twins and Morning Ritual) on the new
record, he was a natural choice to fill Lowensohn’s shoes. Plus, unbeknownst at the time,
Fennell and him have deep roots.
“Bill’s father and my father both went to a private high school in Japan in the ’60s, but we
met independently of that,” Fennell explains.
“They were friends in high school, but we kind
of reconnected them—kind of feels like family
in a weird way.”
And so does the band. “We’re so much more
emotional as a band because we’ve been a

unit now for three-plus years,” Fennell says.
When Lost Lander came together in 2011, it
was to reenvision Sheehy’s (with help from the
aforementioned Knopf, formerly of Menomena) recording project for the stage. The pieces
came together as the band members connected. Over time, they’ve only come to fit more
snuggly. Establishing friendship and trust allowed the band to experience greater depths
of emotion together, enabled them to explore
deeper, more personal themes. Initiated individual growth.
Equipped Lost Lander to describe the indescribable—a little bit.
“If I do something that I am shocked came
from me,” Hughes starts, “that’s kind of in that
same vein. If a moment sticks out in a really
good way where I get chills, literally—when
something like that happens while you’re creating, then you have to take that moment and
keep it.” Like Sheehy, Hughes too sees this as a
signal that he’s on the right track. “We tried to
have the album full of those,” he says.
“Or as damn close as we could get,” Fennell adds.
“And I think we got pretty close,” Hughes assesses. The revision-heavy process—which,
technically, involved a granular, complicated
method of saving and sharing files amongst
the group—lead to tracks eventually evolving to version 12.0 (and “that means we’ve
opened that session 120 times so most of
the songs got into triple digits version-wise,”
Sheehy explains) and was all very democratic.
“A little too democratic,” Hughes jokes. “Someone was the secret dictator though,” he adds,
glancing in Sheehy’s direction with a smirk.
“Someone has to be,” Fennell agrees. “Again,
this album is different because of our emotional ties and connections as a group.”
Plus, when there were only two people involved on the first record, “the highest iteration number on any of the DRRT songs was
6.0,” Sheehy compares. Yet, Medallion “is a
continuation of the same exploration,” he explains, “trying to pick at what’s at the surface
and see what’s underneath.”
Whether coping with life and death, love and
loss, the band acknowledges that they must
face tough times in order to live life to the
fullest. Sometimes you must literally “Give
It Time,” as they sing on one of Medallion’s
tracks, to gain perspective and ultimately
overcome certain hardships. Working these
things out together was “cathartic,” Fennell
says, and allows Lost Lander to not close the
vrtxmag.com
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“SOMETHING’S GOING ON HERE
THAT’S GREATER THAN THE SUM OF ITS PARTS”
book on a darker moment and forget about
it—or worse, avoid it—but rather celebrate it.
“We hold out, for the feeling,” the band gloriously chants again and again at the close of
“Sunburns” before Sheehy adds, “We gravitate
together, we disintegrate together.”

“There are just people that work really hard.”
But sometimes the simplest things achieve
the most, which is exactly what Lost Lander does with the initial seconds of Medallion.
The introductory “Pre” subduedly launches
the record with the soft whistles and pops of
fireworks beneath a few quiet synth notes.
Yet, an immediate sense of nostalgia has been
established—“a soundscape that will hopefully bring people back to childhood memories
of watching fireworks,” Sheehy explains. He
wants to take listeners to that place—“a warm
summer night” with fireworks exploding in
the night sky—“and then deliver” the spirited
opening synths of “Gemini.”

For Sheehy, songwriting is often a way “to try
to get something out of you,” recognizing that
moments in life are sometimes “actually kind
of tough to get through. It might’ve been a
beautiful experience but it was hard,” he offers. “The idea is that it’s celebrating and, at
the same time, trying to have fun with it.” And
this mood is most definitely reflected in the
aural experience Lost Lander generates—a
buoyant brand of meticulously crafted pop.
“This is something that feels fun, feels exciting
in this unabashed way. We’re exploring more
of those in the performance,” Sheehy says.

Plus, these people “are our web, our little
community,” Fennell explains. Like any family tree, they’re also Lost Lander’s support
network. “Maybe in some subliminal way, it’s
having people we respect hear the music” and
getting their affirmation that “it doesn’t suck!”

In reality, the new record was very much informed by the band’s live experiences—unlike the studio-based creation of DRRT. In
an effort to unearth those ethereal, goosebump-inducing moments, live performances gave them perspective on “what were the
things that were happening in the songs that
got the whole room moving together,” Sheehy
explains. “When things like that would start
to happen on the new songs, I started gravitating more towards them.”

Yet, you never know what’s going to happen
when you get talented individuals together
in a room. “I’m a firm believer that the more
ideas you have, and then if you try to distill
it down to the very best ones, you can end up
with something that feels exceptional,” he explains. “That’s how we’ve been operating.”

“You don’t want to consider is this good or
bad—you just want to think: Is this honest?”
Sheehy contemplates.

The search to find those “magic moments,”
as Sheehy calls them, meant over-recording
to find the two seconds of guitar that really
worked. Case in point, he mentions that Kaki
King played lap steel on “Feed The Fever”: “You
know: wheeee?” he says, imitating the sound.

“No one ever told me to not do something,”
Hughes explains. “This band is good for me
creatively because there’s not really a limit—if
you want to expand in certain direction, I feel
like there’s room to do that stylistically.”

But it wasn’t just Sheehy’s efforts that conceived these moments. In addition to producer Knopf’s role of sounding board as well as
literally scrambling arrangements—to both
positive and repugnant effect—the entire
process was intensely collaborative. Fennell
realizes that the majority of the synth parts
weren’t even of her creation, while Hughes
contributed much more than just drums as
well as assisted Sheehy lyrically.
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Although, Sheehy tentatively chuckles a little
embarrassedly before revealing, “We probably
put more hours than we needed to into this
record—between all the workshopping and recording, [we] probably [made] 90 percent more
music than was actually used.”

“That’s her?!” Hughes exclaims, genuinely surprised.
“Oh really?! Cool,” follows Fennell.
“I always liked that part and now I like it
more,” Hughes mumbles, no doubt slightly
overwhelmed envisioning all the other outside sonic contributions at once.
And contrary to popular belief, genius is rare.
Perfection takes practice. To complete the
package, Lost Lander prepared themselves
by “exploring options,” Sheehy says, and exhausting as many possibilities as feasible,
leaving confidence in its stead.
Hughes explains that instant success stories
are so publicized because they’re so scarce—
or they’re just trumped up for the entertainment of the public. Lost Lander’s game is a
painstaking work ethic. “Maybe there really
aren’t any geniuses out there,” Sheehy says.

Much like the fragile and fleeting remembrance of a Fourth of July past, the band protected the incubational moments that led to
what you hear on Medallion.

The same can be said of the emotions conveyed
by the record—whether positive or negative,
they’re undoubtedly honest, facilitating growth.

“This might be the most joy I’ve experienced
working on a record,” Knopf said at the September listening party, although the band
laughs that “his definition of joy might be
twisted.” But something they do agree with
Knopf about is that it’s a record that exhibits
“exuberance not tainted by fear,” in his words.
“I experienced that,” Fennell says. “There was
fear and then it was like, whoa, breaking out.” Materializing as “a new strong, confident voice,” as
Sheehy says, Fennell’s courage grew and showed
itself with every burst of top-of-the-lungs
vocals she delivered during studio sessions.
Not sure if she could do it, “I took a big breath
of air and just screamed it out,” Fennell
describes.

With each inhalation, confidence is built. And
now the exhalation of Medallion will too be
Lost Lander’s break through.

MEDALLION WILL BE SELF-RELEASED ON GLAD I DID RECORDINGS IN EARLY 2015

PHOTO BY ANTHONY PIDGEON

More than a dozen other local musicians (including Sean Flinn, Dave Depper, Dana Janssen, Peter Condra, Papi Fimbres and even sister Shana Sheehy) contributed ideas—some
of which may or may not have made the record, or whose final product may be unrecognizable from their original input. In fact, at
the September listening party for Medallion
at Mississippi Studios, Sheehy almost sheepishly provided a disclaimer before hitting play:
thanking but asking their creative backers—
many of them in attendance—not to be offended if they didn’t hear or didn’t recognize
their contributions.
30

This crowdsourcing was an important part of
Lost Lander’s collaging to create the record—
gathering materials fueled their creative process. “We live in this amazingly robust community and there’s so much talent,” Sheehy
says. “It just feels like it would be crazy not to
try to tap it a little bit.”

THERE REALLY AREN’T ANY
“ MAYBEGENIUSES
OUT THERE...

...THERE ARE JUST PEOPLE

”

THAT WORK REALLY HARD
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PORTRAITS OF PORTLAND MUSIC
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SOUND
THINKING
WITH LARRY CRANE
BY JOHN CHANDLER

JACKPOT! RECORDING STUDIO OWNER, ENGINEER, MUSICIAN, WRITER, EDITOR AND RECORDING
ENTREPRENEUR LARRY CRANE REFLECTS ON HIS JOB(S) AND REMINISCES ABOUT SOME OF THE FAMOUS
FOLKS HE’S COLLABORATED WITH DURING HIS 20-PLUS YEARS BEHIND THE MIXING BOARD

“Yeah, it’s great. I can’t even book time in my own studio!”
Larry Crane’s apparent frustration is really more of a humble brag—and
he’s entitled to it. He’s happily complaining about the fact that Jackpot!
Recording Studio, the Portland recording operation he began with the
late Elliott Smith in 1997 and setting for this interview, is often too busy
for some of the bands and projects he wants to work with personally. No
problem, though. He just takes his business to another local studio, like
Type Foundry or Flora.
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No doubt about it, the man has clout. Crane’s 18-year-old magazine
TapeOp, which began its life as a Xeroxed, spray painted, hand-stapled
zine, is now the most widely read periodical in the recording industry
with a circulation of 45,000 print and 75,000 digital.
“It’s possible I have every issue of TapeOp ever published,” notes Sean Flora, a Portland musician and the owner of Sauvie Island recording studio
The Rock ‘n’ Roll B&B. “I started reading it when I worked at White Horse
Studio and it showed up in its photocopied, stapled form. I loved it.”

“We help each other out all the time. We’re not really competitive about
jobs,” Crane says about the abundance of viable recording studios in
Portland. “There are a lot of great studios here and I know a lot of people
who make a living recording music in this town. And it’s great that we’re
all pretty busy.”

But even with a Rolodex of famous friends, industry reverence and a ridiculous number of job titles attached to his name, Crane describes himself,
first and foremost, as a music fan. “I didn’t start out to be a musician as a
musician. And I didn’t start out to be a recording engineer as a recording
engineer,” he insists. “This all started because I’m a massive fan of music.”

For the last three decades or so, the amiable studio boss, magazine editor,
archivist, producer and bassist—with Chico, Calif., rock legends Vomit
Launch, among others—has earned renown and respect for a substantial
body of work, mostly derived from being the go-to host and recording
engineer for the likes of Smith, The Decemberists, Richmond Fontaine,
The Go-Betweens, Sleater-Kinney, She & Him and oodles of other influential icons of the indie rock variety hailing from near and far.

Crane first made radar contact with the Northwest in the latter part of
the 1980s and early ’90s as the bassist for Vomit Launch, a colorful indie band that everyone assumed—thanks to the outrageous name—was
a scary punk outfit that drank copious amounts of alcohol. Fortunately, this wasn’t the case. Instead, the band produced several albums of
sprightly college radio, art-school pop that are well worth your time to
track down and spin.

Crane’s high-profile connections are mighty and vast. During a typical
conversation he manages, in his cheerful, oh-by-the-way manner, to reveal that he recently returned from a product launch. In London. At the
studio of Dire Straits’ guitarist Mark Knopfler. Or that he went out for
Belgian beers with Jolie Holland. Or that he was just emailing with David
Bowie producer Tony Visconti.

“Well, we had a terrible name,” Crane laughs, something he does heartily
and often. “We knew no label would sign us, so we just put out our own
albums. Some bands make demo tapes—we just made records.”
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Always prepared for a teachable moment, he advises young bands to do
the same thing. “Why make demo tapes?” Crane wonders. “Demo tapes
vrtxmag.com
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for who? All you need to do now is throw up a YouTube video of your
band and the booking guy at the club can see you know how to play.”
Indeed, this offhand tip illustrates one of the key reasons Crane is sought
after by musicians of every stripe. The man is an overflowing vessel of
wisdom and experience, which he brings to each recording project. He’s
seen his share of sweet and sour in a business that he’s largely built with
his own two hands—and ears.
Just a few hours before this interview took place, Crane wrapped a session with Portland up-and-comers Summer Cannibals, a band he describes in glowing terms. “Their songs are super short and really catchy,”
he enthuses. “Fun band—really good.”
And true to form, Crane also took the opportunity to school the young musicians
on influential bands that they may want to
investigate for their own edification. “Jessica [Boudreaux, singer and guitarist] writes
really garage-y songs, so I started talking to
her about The Who, The Creation and The
Action, and she has no idea what I’m talking
about. It’s fun to be able to turn people on to
music, and then they might trust you more
because they realize you’re nuts about music, and not just a knob-twiddler dweeb.”

“Making records with them is cool ’cause the songs are so great, such incredible, visual stories. And Willy has backstories about all the characters
in the songs that go much deeper. Some artists write songs that are open
to interpretation, but Willy’s songs are snapshots. They’re very specific.
“During the recording [of Post To Wire in 2003], they came to my house
and did all the stripping, wallpaper and floor refinishing in exchange
for their studio bill. Sean Oldham, the drummer, is an amazing house
renovator. And of course, Willy and [James
Beard Award-winning chef and owner
of several restaurants] Andy Ricker were
house painters back in the day. And I’m the
shitty bass player who records bands.” Another humble brag.

“I DIDN’T START OUT TO BE
A RECORDING ENGINEER AS A
RECORDING ENGINEER. THIS
ALL STARTED BECAUSE I’M A
MASSIVE FAN OF MUSIC.”

One gets the impression when speaking to Crane, at any length, that
shooting the shit with other musicians about bands and juicy tidbits
of rock history is one of the prominent perks of his job. “Oh yeah,” he
agrees. “I learn a lot from my clients too.”
As the subject turns to his illustrious clientele, we embark on a lengthy
discussion of some of Crane’s favorite artists that he’s worked
with—in no particular order.
RICHMOND FONTAINE

Portland alt-country band—1995 to present—
fronted by novelist Willy Vlautin and inducted into the Oregon Music Hall of
Fame in 2013
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did that record for basically nothing because I love that band so much.
I feel like they’re my brothers. And now Willy [singer and guitarist] is a
successful author! It brings tears to my eyes because he deserves it. He’s
really worked hard.

“I miss those boys. I’ve
worked with them
off and on since
their second
re cord—
and I

“i’ve worked with a lot
of ‘creative’ types who
can be off-putting in their
demeanor, but that was never
the case with larry. if he
needed a break, he’d just say,
‘break time!’ he loves gear
(of course), but he always
worked from the song and
performance angle as the
golden rule. the gear and
studio techniques were there
to capture, not dictate, the
performance of the song.
the better the song and
performance, the more he
could set about capturing
the glory.”

“larry is serious about
what he does, but doesn’t
take anything too seriously.
he doesn’t take himself, or
me, or you, too seriously,
and that’s a valuable thing.
he’s created a conduit for
real people to make real
music in an increasingly
artiﬁcial world. you
gotta appreciate.”

JOE DAVIS PINEHURST KIDS

SAM COOMES QUASI

THE DECEMBERISTS

Portland band led by history buff and
Montana transplant Colin Meloy that has
achieved worldwide fame and a No. 1 album

“The first time I heard The Decemberists
was in the studio for their second album [Her Majesty The Decemberists in 2003]. I looked at Colin and said, ‘Journalists are going to find
this really easy to write about. You have one major hurdle accomplished.
There’s interesting material, and you can peg it in a certain way without
having to resort to post-grunge—blah, blah, blah.’
“Colin is a huge Robyn Hitchcock fan—and so am I. And Colin isn’t
mimicking Robyn Hitchcock by any means. But that sense of individuality? And that kind of nasal delivery? I said, ‘Of course!’ And it was good
that we had that commonality.
“That record was such a treat—we didn’t have a lot of time because of
budgets, but I really felt like I was hitting a personal stride as an engineer.
That song ‘The Bachelor and the Bride’ on there, I really went crazy with
a compressor on the drums—I distorted and smashed the drum mics to
tape. If you listen to it, it gets crazy and explosive. To my mind, it really
made the track happen. There were bits and pieces on there where I really felt like I was finding my feet as a producer. I’m really proud of that
record. I think it’s one of my favorite things I’ve ever worked on.”
QUASI

Portland avant-rock band formed in 1993 by then husband and wife Sam Coomes
and Janet Weiss who play pretty much all the instruments between themselves
“The reality of recording rock bands, a lot of times, it’s very conservative. Sometimes it’s fun to make everything sound trashy and crazy,
like a Jon Spencer record. I can totally appreciate that. There was
one Quasi song where we ran all the instruments through guitar amps and re-mic’d them up again after recording them
cleanly—and made it sound terrible. And I kept going,
‘No, no, we shouldn’t. We shouldn’t.’ And Sam and
Janet kept going, ‘Yes, yes! You must!’ We ended
up distorting everything! The drums were
going through my bass amp… and it
WHAT OTHER
sounded awesome! They’re certainMUSICIANS
ly sonically adventurous, in a
SAY ABOUT
completely awesome way.
LARRY CRANE

“When someone’s doing
something good, people
recognize it. Back in the ’90s
when we’d go see Quasi, every
single person in the room was a musician. There was nobody there that wasn’t
involved local music. Everyone knew. ‘This is
amazing. You’ve got to check this out!’ I remember
opening for Quasi at the Crystal Ballroom one time—
and it was a sold-out show. Of course it’s sold out… entertaining, great songs, showmanship, it’s fascinating. And Sam
humps his organ every night!”
SLEATER-KINNEY

Originally from Olympia, Wash., the punk-inspired, all-woman
trio became champions of the Riot Grrrl movement and relocated
to Portland in 2000
“I worked on All Hands on the Bad One (2000) and One Beat (2002).
Those sessions were so cool. That’s a band with three different personalities. It’s not a band that’s formed around one artist and a singular vision.
You can tell, like on those songs with two different lyric lines. And Carrie
[Brownstein] plays these cool fucking guitar parts. We were mixing One
Beat and Mike McCready from Pearl Jam was hanging out with us, ’cause
he’s a friend of John Goodmanson, the producer... and Mike is a dude’s
dude. He’s like the guy you knew in high school who was maybe going to
be on the football team—or play music.
“And Mike’s like, ‘Man! Shit! Listen to Carrie’s guitar! How does she
write this stuff ?’ It’s so funny! I mean, here’s this guy who’s in a massively successful band—and he’s in awe. Lead guitar playing is such a
male-dominated field, and here’s a guy that’s in that camp, and he’s listening to this woman knocking out these fantastic parts. That’s one of my
favorite things about music: sex and race and stuff just goes right out the
fucking window. Whatever you get on tape—that’s all anyone’s going to
care about.”
ELLIOTT SMITH

Hugely popular Portland singer-songwriter and member of the band Heatmiser who died of reportedly self-inflicted stab wounds in 2003
“He recorded ‘Miss Misery’ [nominated for an Academy Award for Best
Original Song in 1997] at Jackpot! I never met Gus Van Sant until last
year, when we did the [Elliott Smith] tribute show at the Doug Fir. He’s a
super nice guy, I’ll tell you that.
“But anyway, I formed a little combo with [drummer] Paulie Pulvirenti
and [pedal steel guitarist] Paul Brainard and we backed Jolie Holland on
a couple of tunes at the tribute show, and then I got up with Gus and we
told the story of ‘Miss Misery.’ The thing is, an Oscar-nominated song has
to be written specifically for the movie it appears in. And there was no
way that this was the case with ‘Miss Misery.’ It was written and recorded
before anyone had even heard of the movie [Good Will Hunting]. Elliott
was playing it one day, and I recorded it, just as an instrumental. It was
going to be a demo for XO, I think. Then he went off on tour or something—he was always really busy—and when he came back he said, ‘Put
that one thing on.’ And he sang over it. A few days later, I came into the
studio and he said, ‘Oh, Gus Van Sant was here. You just missed him.’”
CAN’T GET ENOUGH LARRY CRANE? CHECK OUT A BEHIND-THE-SCENES VIDEO OF THE
JACKPOT! STUDIO BOSS AT VRTXMAG.COM/LARRYCRANE AND HIS SITE AT LARRY-CRANE.COM

THE SHINS

Popular indie rock band from
New Mexico that relocated to
Portland in 2003; the only consistent
member is singer-songwriter James Mercer

LARRY CRANE INSIDE THE STUDIO HE BUILT
WITH HIS OWN TWO HANDS—AND EARS
PHOTO BY josh phillips

“This is another movie tie-in. I don’t know if anyone has seen it, but there’s a SpongeBob SquarePants
movie. And there’s a Shins song [‘They’ll Soon Discover’]
in the The SpongeBob SquarePants Movie. James Mercer recorded it and I mixed it for him at the old Jackpot! studio one
day—really fast. That is the sum total of my involvement with The
Shins, other than being a huge fan.”

Though our conversation is ostensibly about the world-famous musicians he’s worked with, the talk never strays far from Portland, the city
that Crane moved to in 1993, moved away from in 2007, and came back
to in 2011. It was the last move, he says, that helped him “reset” his attitude about music and recording after more than a decade of being in it
up to his eyebrows.
“In the recording business, the first 10 years are really tough,” Crane
explains. “It’s possible to become really negative about the business, the
quality of musicians... for me, in the end, I reset and came back to Portland with a different attitude. I wanted to be positive and creative in the
studio and really focused on listening hard to what the musicians are
trying to do. I taught myself how to do that.
“I’ve heard horror stories about younger engineers who are texting or
doing other stuff during sessions,” he continues. “I’ve taught myself to
never give a hint of being disengaged in the studio. I might write down
the structure of the song as they go through it. If they see that you’re really paying attention, they’re going to be way more responsive to listening
to you. And you’ll have a more interesting job because you’ll be involved.
“I think I used to be more negative,” Crane laughs. “I was crabbier. Now I
just want it to be a fun, awesome thing. And I have a lot of repeat clients,
so it must be working.”
vrtxmag.com
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“It’s quite difficult,” he says, “and requires constant maintenance of the
relationship so nobody gets angry or resentful. This actually mostly takes
effort to hold yourself in check. And discussions about how to share the
work of childrearing.”

The comments come from all over.

Like Furtado and Schneiderman, Beam is just one half of a musical power duo: His partner, Sara Lund, is a prominent drummer, perhaps best
known for playing in Unwound.

EFORE WE WERE PARENTS, I USED TO TEASE MY PARTNER, DAVID, THAT
ONCE WE HAD A BABY, HE’D HAVE TO QUIT ALL HIS BANDS. IT’S AN OLD
JOKE ABOUT MUSICIANS AND ONE I ENJOYED HECKLING HIS BANDMATES
WITH ALMOST AS MUCH AS HIM. BUT NOW THAT WE ARE PARENTS, IT CONSTANTLY SURPRISES ME HOW MANY PEOPLE MAINTAIN THIS STIGMA.

KOSLEN

“I can’t imagine [if my husband] were still in a band,” one friend said to
me, holding her 1 year old close. “He was just gone so much.”
“David’s so busy!” I hear from family.
“I don’t know how you do it.”
Like any profession or interest, being
a musician requires time. David Coniglio rarely has an entire day free, be it
teaching lessons, practice, studio time,
a gig or even just moving gear. He is the
assistant music director at the Portland
School of Rock, an instructor at Revival Drum Shop, and involved in several
bands, including 1939 Ensemble and
Humours. Nights, especially weekends, fill up fast. We’re lucky that he
doesn’t go on the road a lot these days.
Making our situation work requires
being able to accept a nontraditional
schedule. There are times I lament solo
bedtime duties, and many mornings
both of us want to sleep in. As a freelance writer, my schedule is also not
steady. While a lot of parents require
a strict routine, we follow more of a
loose daily pattern.
On the flipside, there is an inherent
flexibility to David’s schedule that adds
an aspect of freedom to our lives we
would be loath to give up. In comparison to other professions, we feel fortunate; so many careers require a parent
to be gone so much more.

“You have to be able to accept the idea that you might just have to do
more sometimes than your partner,” he emphasizes. “And likewise, the
person who is away more just has to accept that your kid is probably going to have a preference for the parent
who is around more.”
“When I’m on tour, I do my best to
make sure there are no off days,” Furtado says. “Off days kill me! It’s hard
enough to be away, but to be away and
not have it be for any reason—ugh!”
“It also takes being as ‘present’ as possible when you are actually hanging
out with your kid,” Beam adds.
Furtado agrees. “When I’m home, I do
my best to be right there as much as I
can for Stephanie and Liam.”
One of my uncles is a pilot. These days,
he flies commercial flights and can be
gone for days at a time. Before he had
seniority, the stretches were longer.
A couple of my brothers-in-law are
in sales. Travelling is a part of their
job, and even when they are home,
work hours exceed the standard 9 to
5. Some other family members work
long hours in television. Taping can
require double overtime. For years,
David and I worked full-time in the
service industry on top of other creative pursuits. In comparison, David’s
current schedule is quite manageable.

“I haven’t been on a tour in years now,
and From Ashes Rise usually flies in to
THE UNWOUND FANG FAMILY : AARON BEAM, NIKO
do one-off shows these days, although
AND SARA LUND. PHOTO BY JAMES REXROAD
we’re currently taking time off to write
a record,” guitarist and vocalist Brad
Boatright says. Touring and recording for more than 20 years, he’s now
Local musicians Tony Furtado and Stephanie Schneiderman have a
working full-time as a mastering engineer at his own studio, Audiosiege.
son who is 2. Both are singer-songwriters as well as recording and
performing artists. Schneiderman also teaches guitar, piano and His son, Wesley, is almost 2.
songwriting out of their house. In this way, she is able to stay home
“This is an ideal situation that I’ve made work and planned for a long
more often, but Furtado is gone about 12 days a month, he says, detime,” he explains.
pending on the time of the year.
Part of the stigma might come from
touring. Being away is a constant
struggle for entertainers.
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“I rely so heavily on touring for income that it’s a very delicate balance
between being away from home and touring enough to make the money
I need,” Furtado explains. “Right now, the time I’m away is really harder
on me and Stephanie than it is on our son.”

Even without being on the road, the balance of creative careers can be
stressful. Erik Clampitt plays guitar and pedal steel with Hook & Anchor,
Power of County and with Cristina Cano’s Siren & the Sea. On average, he
has three to four shows a month in the Portland area or even at the coast.

Aaron Beam, father of a 5-year-old son and a guitar player who dabbles
in electronic music on top of being the bassist and a singer in Red Fang,
can empathize. Red Fang tours frequently, often for weeks at a time.

“The most important key to this equation is my wife, who is a realtor with a fairly flexible schedule and very understanding of my
schedule,” Clampitt says.

<<< LIKE FATHER, LIKE DAUGHTER: ERIK AND HARBOR CLAMPITT
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“I don’t think I could handle being away for months—or even
weeks—at a time these days,” Boatright admits. He feels his
workload is “about average,” between putting in 40 hours a
week at Audiosiege and extra hours for band practice.
“Hell, I couldn’t imagine working a ‘normal’ job either,
though,” he says. “Fortunately, I get to live vicariously through
the bands I work with.”
Working from home also helps Clampitt. He and his wife host
a nanny share with three other families, allowing him to balance “regular hours” as a graphic designer and time with his
3-year-old daughter, Harbor.

SCRAPBOOK
LEFT : LOOKING TO MAKE SOME NOISE : BEAM, NIKO AND LUND.

PHOTO BY JAMES REXROAD
RIGHT : DAVID CONIGLIO AND ISAAC TESTING OUT KITS

AT REVIVAL DRUM SHOP

SECRETS TO A SUCCESSFUL
BAND AND BABY
LIKE ANY RELATIONSHIP, BEING A GOOD PARENT AND
PARTNER—WHETHER YOU’RE RAISING A BAND OR A BABY—
REQUIRES SOLIDARITY IN ALL ASPECTS OF YOUR LIVES.

“I get to pop upstairs and have lunch or play in the backyard
with her, which is great,” Clampitt says. “Her bedtime is early enough that often I leave for rehearsals or shows after she
goes to bed.”
“I’m trying to keep a balance between being there for [my
son] during this important time as well as creating space for
me to write, teach, gig and practice,” Schneiderman says. An
afternoon nanny who comes to the house while she teaches in
her basement studio is a part of this balance.
“And once he’s asleep or napping, I try to use that time to
work on music,” she adds.
Even with being on the road, Furtado feels he has similar
hours to someone who might have a more common, full-time
job. He doesn’t have a day job when he’s off the road, so when
he’s home, he’s mostly around the house.
“It’s hard to quantify hours rehearsing and performing versus
a typical 40-hour-a-week job,” Clampitt says. “But as bands
get busier, that number goes up.”

SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGE EACH OTHER

Beam says he gets “pretty sucked into most jobs—regardless of
how menial they may be.” No matter what, though, Beam says he
has always invested a lot of his time into music-related projects.
“I am lucky enough to play in a band that can afford to pay
people to do a lot of [the promotional work], so I would say, as
of today, I spend much less time dedicated to being a musician
compared to my other [previous] careers—at least on the business side. It’s hard to say on the creative side because that part
is constant,” Beam explains. “Whether I have a day job or not, I
can’t really quantify it.”
David tells his younger students interested in following the path
of music as a profession that it’s an act of love. You can’t expect
fortune or glory: The urge has to come from somewhere deeper. It has to be a part of you and a part of who you want to be.
In other words, it’s a lifestyle choice. I feel the same way about
my own career and goals as a wordsmith. Having a child hasn’t
changed us in those ways, but it does mean we have to be mutually supportive of each other and communicate well.
Both Beam and Clampitt point out how useful it is to share
a calendar. It sounds simple, but as Beams says, “That
actually helps a lot.”
David and I are fortunate to be at a point in our lives where we
can survive by doing work that, for the most part, speaks to us.
We’re doubly lucky to be able to spend so much time with our
2-and-a-half-year-old, Isaac.
“I spent 13 years at an in-house, corporate art department
working 40 hours a week, being held to someone else’s schedule, making for stretches of downtime,” Clampitt says. “I now
feel like I have much more control over my schedule.”

STARTING ‘EM YOUNG : LUND AND AN 18-MONTH-OLD NIKO. PHOTO BY MEGAN HOLMES

Schneiderman is happy with her situation too.
“It’s actually been a good schedule for us,” she says, admitting
she used to tour more but has cut back to stay at home. “It’s
allowed me much more time with my son.”

EXPECT CHANGE WITH THE BIRTH OF A BABY

“Being an artist, getting to live your life as you want is awesome, and being able to share that experience with your kid is
the greatest,” David says. “At the same time, you go to the park
and see other families with a more 9 to 5 schedule, and it can
make you feel a little alienated for not having a set routine.

AGREE ON SOME BASIC PARENTING PRINCIPLES
BE MENTALLY PRESENT AND ENJOY YOUR TIME TOGETHER

“It’s just a more radical way of living,” he sums up.

SHARE A CALENDAR

The other night, David’s practice was called off. Generally on
band nights, he goes straight from teaching to the rehearsal
space. Instead, he was grateful to come home. But Isaac was
having a tough time. Everything was a struggle—dinner, the
bath, pajamas. There was a lot of crying.

BE FLEXIBLE AND REALISTIC ABOUT TIME
TRY TO GO OUT TOGETHER, NOT ONLY WHEN A
PARTNER IS PERFORMING

“Glad you got the night off ?” I teased.
He smiled. Rolled his eyes. “Yeah,” he said. “I am.”

TEACH YOUR CHILDREN THE JOY OF MUSIC
THE BUDDING DRUMMER ISAAC AT A SUMMERTIME
SCHOOL OF ROCK SHOW. PHOTO BY ANNETTE JOHNSON
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A DAD CAN DREAM SHE’LL GROW UP TO PLAY PEDAL STEEL :
CLAMPITT AND HARBOR. PAINTING BY ADAM BURKE

vrtxmag.com
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history

ROM THE SUBLIME TO THE ARCANE, THE INDUCTEES INTO THE OREGON MUSIC HALL OF
FAME COMPRISE AN AUGUST BODY OF SUPERSTARS, SIDE PLAYERS AND CONTRIBUTORS TO THE
STATE’S MUSICAL HISTORY. THEY ARE BOUND BY
GEOGRAPHY AND A LONGTIME CONTRIBUTION TO
THE ART, CRAFT AND BUSINESS OF AN INDUSTRY
THAT GONZO JOURNALIST HUNTER S. THOMPSON
ONCE FAMOUSLY DECRIED AS “A CRUEL AND SHALLOW MONEY TRENCH, A LONG PLASTIC HALLWAY
WHERE THIEVES AND PIMPS RUN FREE, AND GOOD
MEN DIE LIKE DOGS.” AND ONE THAT ALSO, PERHAPS, HAS “A NEGATIVE SIDE.”
Thompson’s salacious assessment might not
wash so well here in the Beaver State. Possibly
aided by its West Coast location and proximity
to the music machine that is Los Angeles, as
well as being an easy routing choice for touring artists who want to find a hip audience,
Oregon has enjoyed a long history of musical
contribution stretching across all boundaries
and genres. Some of those creators left home,
spreading their wings across the world and
reaching incredible peaks of popularity and
fame. Others kept it proudly local. But one
thing is certain: When OMHOF announces
your name and hands you your award, you have
joined a rare class who have made music in Oregon and earned high honors for it.
Tonight Show bandleader and trumpeter Doc
Severinsen is on that list. So are The Kingsmen,
Paul Revere and the Raiders, the band Oregon,
jazz legend Leroy Vinnegar, “Classical Gas”
composer and artist Mason Williams, Oregon
Symphony conductor James DePreist, rock and
roll writer Mikal Gilmore, folkie Tim Hardin,
soul man Robert Cray, trumpeter Chris Botti,
and this year, indie rockers The Dandy Warhols
and the worldly pop orchestra Pink Martini.

oregon music hall of fame

HONORING THE PAST
BUILDING THE FUTURE

BY DON CAMPBELL PHOTOS BY john alcala

TRACEY HARRIS SANG HER SOUL OUT TO HONOR THE DEARLY DEPARTED
JANICE SCROGGINS AND LINDA HORNBUCKLE AT THE 2014 OMHOF INDUCTION CEREMONY
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But so too are Ken Chase, who produced the
rock anthem “Louie Louie”; seminal nightclub owner Tony DeMicoli; audio pioneer Bob
Sterne of Northwest Sound; Oregonian music
journalist Marty Hughley; KINK radio DJ Les
Sarnoff and many others—names that only a
few of us might know.
And that includes record store maven Terry Currier. Currier, owner of one of the last
bastions of indie retail (and himself an inductee), is a tireless promoter of the Oregon
music scene. A budding clarinetist bound
for a college scholarship in music found his
way, instead, into popular music via vinyl—
that old dinosaur of aural storage—which he
parlayed into Music Millennium and ardent
activism in the world of independent record
sellers. In 2002, he took over for a group
that was losing steam, the Oregon Music
Coalition, which had made a valiant attempt

throughout the ’90s to establish and sustain
a hall of fame to honor the legacy of music
that Oregon has offered over the years.
That forerunner organization elected some 50
honorees, but disbanded. Currier, along with

Scroggins was remembered by producer Michael Allen Harrison with help from her daughter Nafisaria Scroggins-Thomas, even announcing that the music will live on because the pair
just decided to make a new record together.
The night before the induction ceremony also

“today, most of our efforts are
music education.” terry currier, president
several other impassioned music scene members—including co-founder and former Sony
Music marketing, sales and promotion expert
Janeen Rundle and former Crazy 8s manager
Marc Baker—set about building the Oregon
Music Hall of Fame in May 2004, and inducted
a new crop of inductees in 2007.

saw the passing of Scroggins’ soul sister Linda
Hornbuckle, which meant the freshly inducted
Jay “Bird” Koder’s tribute with Tracey Harris
was immediately revised to honor both ladies.
This feeling of OMHOF’s ceremony being a vast
family affair permeated the night as Signe Anderson was inducted by her daughter—sporting
a Jefferson Airplane tee—and grandson, while
show closer, the always-dapper Norman Sylvester, was joined by his elegant daughter Lenanne
Miller-Sylvester as he sang the lyrics, “Thanking
god for having Linda [and] Janice in my life.”
Likewise, the embodiment of a grand Portland
musical family—Pink Martini—also thanked
a lost member, longtime percussionist Derek
Rieth. There in the flesh or spirit, everyone onstage felt sincerely blessed to be a member of
the Portland music community.

norman sylvester at the 2014 induction ceremony

“I had been encouraged for three years by
Buck Munger,” says Currier (Munger being the
founder of Portland’s Two Louies magazine, after a career as an artist liaison for Gibson, Sunn
and other musical instrument manufacturers).
“His main thing was to have an Oregon Music
Hall of Fame to recognize the legacy artists. I
kept telling him I didn’t have enough time.”
But true to form, Currier, Rundle and the ardent new board found the time and motivation
to step up. Though the new regime bestowed
awards to its own first class of inductees in ’07,
it also included the previous OMC inductees,
many of whom had no idea they’d been inducted in the first place. Each year, OMHOF awards
five artist, two side player and two industry
awards, plus album and artist of the year.
The annual accolades were held on Oct. 4, 2014,
and although honoring those in attendance
was a pleasure, the real emotion of the night
was wrapped up in reflecting upon the legacy of
several dearly departed greats of the Portland
music scene. Album of the Year honoree Janice

Professionals aside, in many ways the hall of
fame moniker has been a hindrance. OMHOF,
as it ramped up, wanted to be more than just
an awards show, and the group has become far
more than a musty hall of fame.
Rundle, who handled the drafting of most of
the organization’s articles of incorporation and
bylaws and who grew up around music, was adamant about this tenet. “I reiterated that we really need to make our programs full-circle,” she
says, “as in, we need music education to be kept
alive in our schools to provide inspiration and
the opportunity for students to even know to
ask the question, ‘I would like to learn a musical
instrument, how can I do that?’ Terry backed
me up and the new board ratified it!”
“Today, most of our efforts are music education,” Currier says, and that includes a profound statewide reach.
Two programs—a volunteer-run music in
the schools offering and educational scholarships—are the thrust of OMHOF’s efforts.
Rundle, director of music education programs,
spearheads workshops and assemblies alongside rock violinist Aaron Meyer, who, since
2009, has performed some 80 school assemblies
to some 35,000 young people, many of whom
lost music education due to school budget cuts.
vrtxmag.com
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omhof founders and board members terry currier and janeen rundle flank dr. demento with host tony starlight ( right ) at the 2014 ceremony

In its first year of operation, the group scraped
together a single $500 scholarship. By the second year, OMHOF was cutting checks for four
to five $1,000 scholarships. By last year’s award
show, thanks in part to early board member
Baker, four deserving recipients each received
$2,500 scholarships.
“My little baby over time is that I’ve gotten more
intrigued by scholarship,” says Baker (who also
hosted “The Church of Northwest Music” on
KBOO for 13 years). He stepped up his fundraising efforts last year to raise the necessary
$10,000 to be able to award the larger grants.
OMHOF gets word to music educators and
principals throughout Oregon’s high school
music programs starting November 1 of each
year and pulls in well north of 100 applications,
many from small towns. “It’s amazing,” Currier
says. “They can’t send in CDs or recorded music because not everybody has the ability to do
that. We have them send in transcripts, letters
from music directors, and write an essay.”
A vetting group reviews the materials and selects the recipients who come to Portland to
perform at a separate event. Many of these
kids have gone on to higher musical education
at Juilliard, Yale, Brown and other prestigious
schools, not to mention music careers. It’s a
nice bump for a budding player.
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“I’m very honored to receive this scholarship,”
wrote Kyle Zimmerman, a saxophonist and one
of this year’s recipients, “because OMHOF is a
prestigious institution for music and music is
very important to me. This will help me a lot
financially because I plan to study at Berklee
College of Music this coming school year as a
performance major.”
Rundle is quick to laud the Sisyphean efforts
of OMHOF’s board of directors, the unpaid
volunteers who fuel the organization, which
include (in addition to Currier, Rundle and
Baker) the “accountant for the stars,” as Rundle
calls him, Tom Holland; bassist and ardent music promoter J. Michael Kearsey; former KINK
radio DJ and current Portland Radio Project
music director Inessa Anderson; former Oregon State Fair entertainment coordinator and
Radio Disney account executive Penny Williams (now with Portland Monthly); and tireless
Portland music supporter and father of three
Portland Public School kids Bill Frith; plus new
board members include grant-writing specialist Wayne Pierce and well-known broadcaster
Dave Scott (of KINK and KGON fame).
Even some of the young lions not yet eligible
for OMHOF consideration are getting into the
act. Last fall, Portland’s Portugal. The Man donated a matinee performance at the Crystal
Ballroom for underage kids (and adults accom-

panied by someone under 18) to attend. They
even enlisted the aid of a few area high school
band members to accompany them on a song
live onstage. The sold-out event helped raise
some $6,000, with help from Portland’s KNRK.
“OMHOF does a lot of great work in Portland
schools and we wanted to do something to help
them and highlight all they do,” Portugal. The
Man lead singer John Gourley said before the
2014 induction ceremony. Rumor has it band
members even bid on an autographed guitar at
this year’s OMHOF festivities where they also
received Artist of the Year honors.
The work, and fundraising, is endless. The next
round of information is on its way to schools
and efforts toward next fall’s OMHOF event
are already underway.

Call: 503.226.8122
Visit: 621 SW Morrison St. Suite 1420
Portland, OR 97205

Dana J. White
“Mastered for iTunes” approved provider
full service mastering since 1997
exceptional audio engineering
state-of-the-art equipment
Very satisfied, happy clients include:
Hailey Niswanger, Midnite, David Friesen,
George Colligan, Tony Ozier, Ed Bennett,
Coco Columbia, The Legendary Beyons,
Farnell Newton, Max Ribner, Chris Lay,
Erick Lewis, Amber Sweeney, MYG
and many more...

Immersive Electronic Music

spotted
peckery

Electro-acoustic space ambient
•
Meditative new consciousness
•
Progressive downtempo electronic

Standard & Hi-Res Downloads, CD’s

www.spottedpeccary.com

"Dana! You did such a wonderful job! It polished
everything off so well and made it all sound
very professional.” - Liz Fohl
"Thanks Dana! It sounds awesome; super full,
really tight and great volume. Thanks again
for the great effort!” - PJ Little

“The bottom line,” Baker concludes, “is that the
whole message is to recognize Oregon’s musical
past, and use that as a vehicle for education to
support Oregon’s musical future.”
And that’s music to everybody’s ears.
email: dana@specializedmastering.com

see an entire photo gallery by john alcala
from this year’s induction ceremony at
vrtxmag.com/media/photo

visit: www.specializedmastering.com
web: facebook, twitter: #masterist
call: (503) 866-8383 Portland
vrtxmag.com
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made in portland

breadcrumb trail $27 vinyl, $19 CD

ﬁlm

Louisville post-rockers Slint—who have since been credited with inventing the entire genre—
recorded a masterpiece over the course of four August days in 1990. While not commercially
successful at the time—the band broke up before the album was even released—Spiderland has
gone on to influence a slew musicians. Shrouded in rumor and mystery ever since, one man has
been chasing Slint’s story since the early ’90s. And with the remastered release of Spiderland
earlier this year, Portland-based documentarian, music video director and scenester Lance
Bangs has finally unveiled his 90-minute documentary—full of unearthed VHS footage and
interviews with all of the band members, plus the likes of Steve Albini, James Murphy, Fugazi’s
Ian MacKaye and The Jesus Lizard’s David Yow, conducted over the years. Featuring friends,
peers and parents that were there before, during and after the recording, Bangs says he’s “also
unearthed some unseen, uncirculated footage from their few live performances as well as the
writing and arranging of Spiderland.” And while the exclusive box set sold out quickly, you can
still get your hands on a physical copy—black vinyl or CD (and you’d better go for the vinyl as
the original CD pressing featured the warning: “This recording is meant to be listened to on
vinyl”)—from Touch and Go Records, both of which include a DVD of Bangs’ Breadcrumb Trail.

holiday gift guide
WE ALL KNOW OUR CITY IS BURSTING WITH MUSICAL TALENT, BUT IT’S ALSO
FULL OF BEHIND-THE-SCENES ROCK STARS—THE CREATORS, MAKERS AND
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE OBJECTS THAT ENABLE AND MEMORIALIZE THE
CRAFT OF MUSIC. FROM GEAR TO LITERATURE AND FILM TO FURNITURE AND
ACCESSORIES, IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR A LOCALLY MADE GIFT FOR THE MUSIC
LOVER IN YOUR LIFE, WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED.

by lance bangs - portland, OR

the singles collection $89.99

edwina microphone $499

Yes, it’s true that Voodoo Doughnut Recordings only presses 45s that have one side “at least peripherally
related to doughnuts.” And an entire year of limited release records (1,000 copies of each) that “enhance
global doughnut awareness” adds up to enough for an even more limited-edition box set. Set to release
exactly 300 black flocked boxes of The Singles Collection, the 13 seven inches—a baker’s dozen!—each
come in a different color vinyl and feature original songs from 22 artists. From jazz and deep-fried boogie
to comedy and yodeling, the 45s are also battered with plenty of punk alongside surf and garage rock, all
made easily playable with a custom big-hole adapter while you enjoy “archival photographs of the early,
truly weird days” of Voodoo, explains label head Jay Rubin, collaged together by poster man Mike King.
Yet, the bacon on the maple bar comes in the form of the Baron Split—a splattered tricolor seven inch
available only in the box set—featuring two rambunctious tracks with lead vocals by doughnut barons
Kenneth “Cat Daddy” Pogson and Tres Shannon backed by The Last Regiment of Syncopated Drummers.

GEAR

Master microphone bricoleur Philip Graham likes to “collect old lady names” wherever he goes (no, it’s not weird
that he keeps a list of people’s grandmothers’ names in his pocket notebook) because he needs those names for each
exquisitely artisanal microphone he invents from found materials, including Edwina—“our most popular and versatile
design.” Hand-wired and tested, she’s solidly built—from plumbing flanges and stainless steel bolts—with her head
always on a swivel and intended for live vocal use, producing a warm, natural sound—just like any granny should.
ear trumpet labs - portland, or

voodoo doughnut recordings - portland, or

custom in-ear monitors $399-899

accessories

After touring with and mixing for local bands, front-of-house engineer Vitaliy Belonozhko knew he could
provide better sound. He could make a customized in-ear monitor that not only sounded and looked better,
but was also affordable. And seeing as almost every member of the 1964 Ears team is a musician, these NoPo
sound engineers are confident that they deliver a wholly customizable experience with professional appeal.
Northwest names Anthony Jones (Pink Martini), Farnell Newton (Jill Scott, Bootsy Collins) and the Blazers’
DJ O.G. One are fans, as are Earth, Wind & Fire. With some 32 colors, from natural to florescent to glitter, and
faceplate combos that include metal, wood and iridescent options, the visual possibilities are almost infinite.
Auditorily, 1964 Ears doesn’t skimp either, with each set tailored to a musician’s tastes—hearty helpings of
bass for drummers and bass players or more mid- and high-frequency sounds for singers. Either way, crisp
audio in your ears—rather than at your feet—provides a professional experience for any level of musician.

record cabinet $525-875

Let’s face it: You have a problem. If you require the satisfying analog motion of flipping through
LPs, you might be able to curb your addiction (and monthly gramo-expenditures) by simply
investing in a Hi Phile Record Cabinet. Devised by garage rocker, mom and vinyl fanatic—
not to mention ex-Wieden+Kennedy project manager—Tamar Berk, these sexy stands can
comfortably house 500-plus records in two stackable pieces with no-tool assembly and a choice
of black laminate or bamboo plywood. Best of all, each one comes stocked with vinyl releases by
Berk’s bands Paradise and The Pynnacles.
hi phile record cabinets - portland, or

1964 ears - portland, or

in-ear headphones $39.99
springsteen: album by album $27.95

book

Bruce Springsteen, possibly the musical name most synonymous with the American dream, has managed to stay
more than relevant over the course of more than 40 years and 18 studio albums. Indispensably poetic, political
and a champion of the proletariat, Springsteen resonates with audiences worldwide, including one local music
scribe. With 20 Grammys to his name and some 120 million records sold, this adoration of Springsteen’s brand
of Americana is widely held and exactly why ex-Oregonian journo Ryan White has been busy revisiting The Boss’
catalogue. Emerging with his first book, White’s exhaustive album-by-album account critically explores and
chronicles each of Springsteen’s studio releases and is complemented by iconic photography (especially shots by
the incomparable Eric Meola), including several previously unpublished photographs.
by ryan white - portland, or
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Finding a good pair of reliable earbuds can be about as confusing as the tangled mess they inevitably
become once you finally get them out of the packaging and into your pocket. Inexpensive options fall
apart quickly, high price tags are more often indicators of steep marketing budgets than quality, and it
can be difficult to come across a pair that actually fits the unique shape and size of your ear comfortably.
Fortunately, Wilsonville-based headphone makers Sol Republic solves these problems with its line of
Jax in-ear headphones. They include all the features of high-end earbuds—a flat tangle-free cord, three
different sizes of rubber ear tips, an Apple-friendly microphone, a one-year warranty, color options
aplenty, and an inline three-button controller that allows you to pause and skip songs on the fly—
at a much lower price. Most importantly, these things sound awesome. Bass lovers will enjoy Jax’s
impressively powerful low-end frequencies and everyone will appreciate the lack of distortion at all
volumes—an impressive feat considering the affordable price tag.
sol republic - wilsonville, or

vrtxmag.com
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give guide

There’s no telling what motivates human generosity, but it turns out that asking people to pay what they want—or what they feel
something is worth—and bundling it with a good cause is a stimulating force. With a focus on supporting local creators and
community exchange, Portland-based Generous was co-founded by Jared Mees, label manager at Tender Loving Empire—the
hybrid record label, retail boutique and screen printing studio. Debuting in March when British comedian and author Russell
Brand chose it to sell his fan merchandise, Generous has since expanded its pay-what-you-want e-commerce platform so that
anyone can sell anything, anywhere online to potential buyers across social networks, blogs and websites. Buyers can select how
much they want to pay with an interactive slider, and at least 5 percent of the purchase price will go to a charity either selected
by the buyer or seller. In a nod to Kickstarter, sellers have the ability to add special incentives for different price levels, which
naturally encourages buyers to give more. “We’re really excited to announce that the entire Tender Loving Empire catalog of
music and handmade items will be available on a pay-what-you-want basis (some with minimums, obviously) online this holiday season,” Mees says. In addition to Brand, Pink Martini are currently using Generous to sell their first-ever seven-inch single
on vinyl with 10 percent of proceeds contributed to the Derek Rieth Foundation, an organization established in memory of
the band’s percussionist to work with underprivileged children through music and dance. Buying music, which’ll in turn allow
young people to learn how to play, experience and move expressively to music, is a most generous gift paid all the way forward.
Greek for character, ethos refers to the power of music to influence the emotions, behaviors and actions of both those who listen
and participate. Charles Lewis founded Ethos in 1998 when he was a graduate student at Harvard by taking his master’s thesis on
how to create an innovative community-based music school and bringing it to life. Dismayed by budget cuts that were slashing
music ed programs in schools throughout the country, Lewis returned home after he learned Portland was hit especially hard.
Sleeping on a friend’s couch and going without pay for a year and half, Lewis started Ethos on his credit card. Today, Ethos is one
of the largest arts education sources in the state and is dedicated to teaching music to underserved youth, regardless of location
and income, with offerings in both urban and rural communities. With its urban outreach program Music Corps, music lessons
are conducted on-site at more than 150 schools and community centers, while the Rural Outreach Project works in partnership
with AmeriCorps and Oregon Volunteers and reaches more than 2,400 students each year throughout rural Oregon. Not only
does Ethos bring the power of music to communities, the organization has also renovated the spaces it inhabits to improve the
communities themselves, including converting boarded-up and abandoned buildings into thriving community centers featuring
green improvements like solar panels, eco-roofs, rainwater collection, wind turbines, a community garden, and public access to
WiFi and computers. Engaged in the local community as well as music education and sustainable programming—in the form of
music lessons, group classes, camps, multicultural performances and workshops—Ethos reaches more than 7,000 students across Oregon.

“Please Play Me!” a blue upright piano exclaims in white hand-painted letters with Ps that look like the flags of musical
notes. This piano is parked outside, on a city block, for anyone passing by to play. Certainly not the kind of instrument one
simply carries around to busk or perform, this is not your typical concert hall. It’s a pop-up piano concert. And that’s one of
classically trained pianist and founder Megan McGeorge’s primary goals—to rescue old pianos, put them out on the sidewalk, allow public access to impromptu music-making and listening, and offer a creative space for practice, playing, listening
and conversation, day and night. Later, these salvaged pianos are placed in community centers and schools. Local partners
include several piano stores as well as the Portland Art Museum, many of which have housed, tuned and moved some of the
collected pianos while the latter even has one available for public players every day during museum hours. From the original installation at SW 13th Avenue and Burnside, other subsequent locations where pianos were found for a spell mark off
identifiable Portland landmarks and gathering places: the Rose Festival Foundation patio (next to the Salmon Street Springs
fountain) and the Urban Center Plaza on the Portland State University campus. There was a time when pianos were a staple
in the living rooms of many homes, so Piano! Push Play! had to put one in Portland’s living room—Pioneer Courthouse
Square—as well.
Under the passionate guidance of Ian Mouser, My Voice Music features several programs that explore the therapeutic
aspects of music. Partnering and collaborating with local human services and education organizations, MVM reaches
underserved youth with musical experiences that interest and challenge them. These programs target young people who
are struggling to develop emotional and social skills and use creativity to build confidence. With the help of more than
100 volunteers working as artists, instructors and fundraisers, MVM brings a variety of music programing to local organizations and schools, such as music therapy groups to youth living in mental health treatment centers or foster care and
accredited music classes to alternative schools. By employing “music as therapy,” students are encouraged to cope, heal
and thrive through their own personal, musical exploration. Young musicians learn how to navigate relationships and
experiences via songwriting; are taught how to write and record their own music, in their own voices; and have the opportunity to perform on some of Portland’s best stages. Programs available to the public include songwriting workshops,
recording lessons, mentorship jam sessions with local musicians, rock band camps, and private instrument instruction.
“My Voice Music is a place where young people have the opportunity to share their voice, to be heard, and to use that
experience to change their world,” Mouser explains. “To work with such brave and passionate youth is invigorating.”

join vortex in supporting my voice music by subscribing to the magazine using generous at vrtxmag.com/subscribe
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if you ﬁnd yourself with a little extra change in your piggy bank this holiday season and you’re
feeling charitable, check out these local nonproﬁts and organizations that facilitate the
sharing and playing of music through education, fundraising and empowerment.
plus, discover a few more at vrtxmag.com/giveguide BY ANDREA JANDA

FIVE STAR GUITARs
FREE GUITAR! Sign up for six months of
lessons, get a free solid top acoustic guitar
or Fender Squier Bullet electric guitar.

fivestarguitars.com . 2303 NW 185th Ave, Hillsboro, OR

voodoo catbox

REVIVAL DRUM SHOP

A home for all drummers from the beginner
to the seasoned player: vintage and
custom drums, eclectic percussion, parts
and accessories, new and used cymbals.
r e v i va l d r u m s h o p. c o m
2045 SE Ankeny ST

.

fluff & gravy records

EAR TRUMPET LABS
Meet Edwina, the best live mic for acoustic
musicians. Preferred by Grammy Awardwinning artists and discriminating home
recording. Hand-built in Portland. $499
eartrumpetlabs.com
portland, or

.

hhh foundation

Designer, illustrator and screen print artist Gary
Houston offers original hand-pulled posters
and other art. We make crap you don’t need.

25% off any order placed by Dec. 31. Go
to our website and use the code: vortex25
Jeffrey Martin | Anna Tivel | The Harmed Brothers | Hillstomp
Sassparilla | Nick Jaina | Mike Coykendall | And more!

Provides support for young adults with cancer. Activities
include annual awareness events, providing backpacks
for patients, and fundraising for research at OHSU’s
Adolescent and Young Adult Oncology Program.

voodoocatbox.com

f l u f f a n d g r av y. c o m

hhhfoundation.org

.

portland, or

.

portland, OR

.

portland, or

love gigantic

Pacific Winds Music

advertise in vortex

The debut release from Love Gigantic is now
available at Portland record stores as well as CD Baby,
iTunes and Amazon. Visit us at LoveGigantic.com

The store for ukuleles in Oregon: Kamaka, Kanile’a,
LoPrinzi, Breedlove, Ohana, Kala, Kamoa,
Cordoba, Moku, Islander, Magic Fluke, Amahi.

Feature your business, product or special
offer alongside local music-loving businesses
in the next issue of Vortex. Only $99!

Original Classic Rock from Portland, Or

pacificwindsmusic.com

contact us for more info at ads@vrtxmag.com

. 791 W 8th Ave, Eugene, OR
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get vortex music magazine

delivered
to your door

vrtxmag.com/subscribe
pay what you want
and win cool stuff!

SUBSCRIBE TODAY AND WIN DOUG FIR CONCERT TIX + RECORDS + MORE!

